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WERE POLITICAL FOES
Always Given to Strictures,
as in Present? Read "Quoting from the Fathers/' on
page four; Read about the
thrilling Macomb-EI game.

~eacbera <.to liege 1Rewa
Columbia Medalist

"TELL THE TRUTH

Wintur, 1935

~

DON'T BE AFRAID"

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUE>SDAY,

FEBRU~Y

EVENTS-OF-THE -WEEK
Basketball - Rose Poly vs.
EI, Thursday, 7:30 P. M.;
State Normal vs. El, Friday,
7:30 P. M.; Debate-EI vs. U.
of I., Wednesday, 8 P. M.

I CPA First Place

1931-32-33-31-35

4, 1936

NO. 16

Draw Plan for Health Education Building
DebateTeants
Face Arduous
Feb. Schedule
Women's Teams to Debate UniViersity of I llinois in Auditorium Tomorrow Night on .S ubject of Sanctions.

Contemplated
Building Is to
Be Balanced

ATHLETIC ROOMS
20x151

'

I

STAGE AND
DRESSING
ROOMS
71x102

MEN'S GYMNASIUM
l'02x151

I

!

(Playing Court-50x94)

WOMEN'S GYM
71x102
(Also Banquet
Room)

President R. G. Buzzard Maps
Comple~te Plans; M en's,
W omen's Gymnasiums on S econd
Floor Are Spacious.

Stage Is Included

Radio Tilts Slated

Contemplated plans for Eastern's
Eastern's debate teams will launch
proposed
health education building,
\
upon a heavy schedule of contests lastprovided for under a measure passed
\
ing throu,gh the next five weeks with
ATHLETIC ROOMS
by the state legislature last summer,
20x151
a dual engagement against the Uni- '
were completed by President R. G.
Buzzard
last week. He has spent weeks
versity of Illinois tomorrow. The woin compar'ing blue prints of accredited
me.n 's ~egativ~ teai?- will deb~te the , In the above outline illustration, !'represented. Provisions for the men's J stage are outstanding items. Various college and high school gynmasiums
university affrrmatlve .team m the only the second or gymnasium floor is and women's gymnasiums, and the proportions are correct.
in this state and has drawn the comauditorium tomorrow rught at 7:30 on
plete sketch of Eastern's building himthe subject of League Sanctions.
self.
Eastern's contemplated building
S
P
EE
CH
C
ONTEST
TO
Men's teams met the University of
is
almost
entirely original, however,
BE
HELD
AT
TC
ON
Illinois squads earlier this season in
since
space
h as been apportioned in
FEB. 15, HEADS SAY
no-decision events.
all cases to fit local needs.
Grace Kortum and Evelyn Mayer
According to President Buzzard's
Postponed on January 15 because of
will meet Illinois Wesleyan women in
plan, the building will have an overa debate to be broadcast over station Co-ld Fails to Abate; Miss Beth cold weather and heavy snow, T. C. Copies S ent to N ational and all
measurement of 291x142. The
w JBC, Bloomington, next Tuesday at
Kassabaum Figures in Minor High's invitational speech tournament
Columbia Press Associations structure, then, will be 91 yards long
4 p.m. Their subject will be: Resolved
Aut o OoJlision.
for Earlry Judgement.
or approximately the same distance
will be held here Feb. 15, according to
that the present federal administration
Miss Roberta L. Poos, local chairman.
of the 100-yard dash in track. In
should be retained in office. WJBC
Sub-zero weather hung on with a Letters have been sent out to each of
Copies of the Teachers College News width the 47 yards compare favora.bly
is the Illi.nois we.sleyan, St~te Normal ' n eance all last week causing more the schools invited to the first sched- were sent to the National Scholastic to the 50-yard dash.
broadcastmg statwn, orgamzed more ve g
•
uled tourney.
Press association late last week to be I'
Balanced Building Planned
than a year ago.
distress to. students who commute beAccording
to
present
plans,
the
same
I
judged
by.
the.
school
.
of
journalism
Eastern's
contem~la.ted, structur~ will
A portion of the men's team will meet tween therr homes and the ~oll~ge. Not
program mapped for that meet will be I at ~he Umversity of Mmnesota, spon- be a 'balanced bmld~ng. That ·:s, to
the men's squad of DeKalb on Febru- a few ~f the students who hve. m to:wn effective for the Feb. 15 date. Any sormg body of the press group .
add symmetry to des1gn, there will be
ary 13 while the remainder of the local complamed that cold houses m which
changes in plans will be announced in . Credential~ were sent to .th~ Colum- three divisions; a central portion which
aggregation debates St. Viator.
they lived made it impossible to study.
next week's issue of the News.
bia Scholastic Press association early will house the gymnasium and which
. Eastern's men and Viator's men will Two autos driven by Eastern students
--EosTc
in January. This group will announce measures 142x151, and a narrower
match logic over station WCFL in Chi- were stalled in snow drifts on roads inthe results of the nation-wide newspa- wing at either end to have 102x71 procago on February 15.
frequently traveled.
per contest at its convention in New • portions. These wings will be at the
On February 24 the local women
Miss Beth Kassabaum of the faculty
York City and Columbia university on 1 north and south ends.
speakers are to meet women represen- figured in a minor a uto collision on
March 12, 13, and 14. The News may
There are to be three floors: a
tatives from the Indiana university.
Fourth street Thursday evening. Slipsend a representative to the convention ground or sub-basement; the first
Juanita Brown early last week reThe last of this month will find the pery pavement caused the accident.
floor, which will house the gym; and
for the first time in history.
ceived
a $30 check for winning secAt that, Easterners can thank Old
women's team visiting the University
Last year the News placed in the a th'ird floor for classrooms, bleachof Illinois.
Man Weather for confining most of his ond place in the State Peace Ora- Medalist division in the Columbia con- ers and stora.ge compartments.
March 13-14 is the date of the final fury to points farther north. Students torical contest held in Lake Forest, test. This is the highest ranking a
From the ground floor up, dimenMiss Brown college newspaper could achieve at that sions and room provisions are as folstate debating meet. This will be the at western State suffered weather of TIL, on December 10.
next and last series of decision debates. -20 while those at Milwaukee State competed against eight entrants - all time. For all-around qualifications, lows:
Debates may be arranged with Car- Te~chers college thought little of it men-representing universities as well this is true in 1936. But a new divisTo get a clearer picture of dimenbondale, Olivet, and the U. of I. to when the thermometer dallied around as colleges in Illinois.
ion, to be known as the "All-Stars" has sions and room placements, readers
conclude the season, reports J. Glenn -26. In many colleges nearby, meetMiss Brown's topic was "Peace and been created. There are nine "posi- are advised first to study the graph
Ross, debate coach.
ings were postponed because of cold; a New Patriotism." First place hon- ttons" on the team.
They include: at the left, showing the elementary
---EosTc
and Indiana State dismissed school one ors were won by Northwestern uni- headlines, make-up, news writing, fea- plan of the bu'ilding.
versity's orator.
ture writing, advertising, editorials, etc.
Plan. for Ground Floor
day because of the blizzard.
Nine different papers will be representGround floor: (west side, along
----.~------------- ed on the All-Star.
Fourth street), college men's looker
First class ranking was achieved in room, 57x70, equipped with shower
The Zoology Seminar met in the
the NSPA last year. This is one notch room; men's corrective gym for boxbelow the highest division, known as ing, v•:restling, fencing, 41x57; in the
Zoology laboratory Tue~day evening
to hear a guest speaker m the person
All-American.
middle of this floor is a general colof Kevin Guinagh of the Eastern
NSPA results will not be announced lege store room which measures 34x132.
staff.
What makes "Stray Notes" go 'round
until April.
On the east side of the building on
Mr. Guinagh chose as his subject and round' and come out here, there,
The News belongs to one other the same floor are: college women's
Anton Van
Leeuwenhoek.
Mr. and in every home will be disclosed by
group, the Illinois College Press, to locker room and showers, 45x132; at
Leeuwenhoek during his lifetime con- 1 Lee Lynch, reporter for the Charleston
which it will be host this spring.
north corner will be the high s0hool
structed over four hundred micros- Daily Courier when he speaks before
---EosT
boys' locker room, 23x38; shower room
With these microscopes he Sigma Delta next Monday evening. Mr.
copes.
and qua~ters for high. s~hool coach;
made many interesting discoveries and Lynch will use as his topic, at special
, at opposite end of buildmg are the
opened up the field in which later request of Eastern journalists, "Stray
women's League and WAA rooms, and
P asteur and Lister became famous.
Notes, Why and How."
a kitchenette, measuring 23x45. In
Mr. Guinagh pointed. out one inMr. Lynch's daily column, which
At a meeting Tuesday night Fidelis the south wing, facing Lake Ahmoteresting eccentricity of Anton Van titled to its ful:est is "Stray Notes Off
voted to invite eight candidates to join weenah, corrective ,gymnasium and 'inLeeuwenhoek, namely, that he did a Reporter's Pad," haS created wide
the fraternity. Those who accepted terpretive dancing room, 37x59; womnot hold the modern conception of local interest . It has been appearing
are: John Lewis, Ray C'o:e, Herschel en's classroom, 34x35; women's equipsharing his knowledge with others. He regularly in the Courier for more than
Cole, Glenn Sunderman, George Cain, ment stor·e room, 24x34; women's classat no time permitted anyone, even a year now. C'reated merely to satisfy
Harold Younger, James Stahl and John room, 23x25 with offices for director
dignitarres, to use
his perfected a whim of its editor, and bis suspicion
of women's athletics and rooms for
Farrar.
that people like to read stray notes
microscopes.
Vincent Kelly, presiding for the last each of two assistants.
Women's Gym Provisions
At the conclusion of the talk re- about themselves, friends, and objects
time before turning his office over to
Almost half of this floor will profreshments were served.
of local interest, the feature cau,ght on
vice-presi~t Otho Quick, called
for
The Zoology Seminar is planning immediately. It has attained such popthe as~m{mt
of a small fee to settle vide room for women's activities.
...,..
Second or gymnasium floor: (east
to get pictures to show at future 1 u.arity that numerous contributions are
club liabilities. He also announced that
meetings.
received by mail each day, and people
a committee will soon begin work upon side of building's main portion) : rooms
---EosTc
go out of their way to visit the Courier
a new constitution which, among other for physical director and assistant,
ORGANIZATIO N HEADS
office and report novel items.
things, will provide a set procedure for equipped with lavatory; storage room;
faculty men's lockers; shower room;
selection of pledges.
MUS T 1SEE CATALOGUE
Mr. Lynch will explain in detail how
vis'iting team's dressing room. Visit---EISTC:--he gathers copy for the column. Other
ing teams will use an entrance from
on
the
business
of
reportinformati'on
ENTI R E W ARB LER ~STAFF
All organization heads are asked to
the east, near their dressing 1·oom.
review the college catalogue, pages 34- ing for a daily paper may be given.
.SCHEDULEn FOR MEETI NG This door also will lead to the gymin
observance
of
the
antwentieth
1
He is a former student of the college,
41. They are to s·e e if their organizaniv~rsary of the paper.
nasium bleachers.
A meeting of the entire Warbler
tions are listed, and if so, whether they attending here 21 years ago. He disOn the west side are: dressing rooms
Because of Mrs. F. L. Andrews' re- staff has been called for this morning
want any change in copy. The new tinctly remembers the first issue of the
for
the varsity team, quarters for varcatalogue is now being prepared and Teachers College News, to which he cent illness, the meeting at which Mr. after chapel. The Warbler editor, sity coach, storage room, drying and
information about each organization is contributed occasionally. He is a great Lynch will speak is scheduled to be Stanley Elam, will make definite as- treatment rooms, showers. Entra;:n.ce
admirer of the late Livingston 0. Lord, held at the home of Florence Cot- signments for the rewriting of club
being prepared for the printer.
will be made through a door near the
material, most of which is now in.
If . changes are desired, or new copy to whom he frequently refers in his ingham, club president.
dressing room.
All interested in attending are asked
A schedule of pictures will be taken
is to be inserted, heads are to see Dean column. Mr. Lynch contributed a
The basketball court is in the cenF. A. Beu, or hand them into his of- sample of "Stray Notes'' to last year's to sign the paper on the News bulletin as announced in chapel and on the
1
bulletin board.
special edition of the News published board some time before Saturday.
fice, before the close of this week.
<Continued on P §ie 8)

News Entered in

Cold Wave Takes
Newest Toll at ;EI

National Contests

Juanita Brown Gets
Prize Money A ward

I

Kevin J. Guinagh Is
Speaker at Seminar - - - - - .

Journalrsts Wrll Learn What Causes
'Stray Notes' to Go Round and Round
I

Eight Candidates to
Be Pledged by Club

TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS

Page Two

It Is True; They
Marry for Love!

' LIGHTS OUT ' MADE
HALL 'S THEME SONG
"Lights Out" was the theme
song at Pemberton Hall Saturday
evening. Failure of electric light
power due to transformer trouble on Fourth street dashed the
Hall in darkness for three hours.
Candles gleamed in many rooms
as residents of the dormitory
sought to carry on without halt.
Miss Nathile McKay, matron, and
several of the girls held a scheduled rec eption in spite of no
lights.
Absence of light in the gymnasium caused the greatest disorder. Western was to have played Eastern State at 7:30. It was
not until a few minutes after 8,
however, that the light power was
restored.
Only Pemberton Hall and the
gy mnasium were affected by the
power failure.

Associated Collegiate Press Reports Findings of Recent Marriage Survey in East.
New York (ACP) You may think
you'd like to marry money, but the
chances are that when you come to
a decision you won't much care.
At least this attitude is indicated
in a six-year survey of the problem
just comp:eted by Dr. Ray Erwin
Baber, Professor of Sociology in New
York University.
Dr. Baber, who conducts a course
at the university's Washington Square
College entitled "Marriage and Family Life," interviewed 642 college students and 220 parents on the matter of
choosing a marriage partner.
The students, 321 young men and
32'1 young women, d ecl are d th a t
economic status was a matter of
small concern when it came to selecting a mate, since 93 per cent of
the men said they would marry a
girl of lower economic rank than t heir
own and 82 per cent of the women
were of the same opinion.
Not So many of the 220 parents (105
fathers and 115 mothers) took the
same view of the question. Sixty-six
per cent of the fathers declared they
would be willing to allow their daughters to marry a person of lower economic rank and 69 per cent of the

.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •

Crystal Pick-Up Is
S
Bought for ystem
Purchased for the public address systern, a new crystal pick-up accessory,
of highest fidelity on the market, arrived here Friday. George Henry installed it for use Saturday night when
Sigma Delta presented its radio and
recorded dance program.

mothers agreed.
This addition brings the address sysOn the question "would you marry a tern up to high fidelity standards, Mr.
person of lower moral standards than Henry reports.
your own?" 20 per cent of the men
ElsT
answered yes, and one-fifth of the woFree Drinks Are Offered
men replied affirmatively.
Four different Eastern students will

I
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Elmer Resorts to Old-Fashioned Garb
.
D ance l s p uzz I e
As Mercury D lVes;
DEAR ELMIREE:
I
I'm glad I got them red flannels mom
persisted on me bringin over. They're
not what you'd call eleet, but they most
asurrely keep me from turnin blue. If
some of the fellas found out tho whoh! !, is me! I'll take them off as
soon as this cold spell subsists but you
dasn't tell mom. You know how she's
always worrying about the pnewmonia.
we had a kind of a dissapointment I
Thursday night. They had President ,
R osevelts birthday ball here at school
but I never did git to see it-somebody
musta confisticated it. And besides, it ,
seems so childish. I ask a good many I
where the ball was at, but they tried to
disavert m e I guess on account they J
kept sayin it was in the auditorium and
it never was there, least wise while I
was. They had a kind of intertainment with stunts which was right fine
especially the hill billy music only I
wish he hadda sung some more songs.
The people around me thought I was
a great appreciator of music cause I
they looked at me and smiled when I i
kept clapping. I guess if the weather
had been better the President would
have come hisself. Course, he talked to
us over the radio but that wasn't quite
li'ke hi'm bei·n there.
Fr d F
t ff rt· t
. t
e
oreman, s a
a 1s , piC ures
Im gonna join up with the NYA if Elmer's reaction to cold weather.
I can show them how good Id be runnin the snow plow.
1

If this cold weather keeps up I'm

gonna start up a interprize over in
Pemberton Hall's back yard. I could
make some money be chargin skaters
to set around the fire Im gonna build
if I can find some wood.
The Sigma Delta had a dime dance
S aturday night but I didn't go since
it seems like nobody goes to their meetings any more.
You oughta see my new ear muffs.
Ma's moths ate up my others.

New

May
Be Had at Library
Mag~azines

Training School Boy
Scout Troop Formed
I

Scoutmaster Verne H. Barnes and
four assistants, all Eastern students,
met for the first time Monday evening
with the newly organized Boy Scout
troop composed chiefly of Training
school students. Other boys of the
""!ity will be invited to join, but the
movement for a Boy Scout organization had its start in the Training
school.
Mr. Barnes' four assistants are John
Dempster, Charles Fiscus, William Owens, and Walter Cain. They met last
Friday evening and outlined a program
of activity for the troop. Approximately 40 boys are now preparing to take
the Tenderfoot test.
Other officials in the scout organization are drawn from the Eastern State
faculty. C. H. Coleman is chairman of
the troop committee. Jay B. MacGregor is chaplain; Walter M. Scruggs and
Hiram F. Thut are instructors; Harry
Jackson is inspector. They will attend all scout meetings.
Mr. Barnes is a graduate of the college and is now associated with the
People's Drug store in this city.
- - - E I S T·c - - -

SEX HYGIENE COURSE IS
1
NOW OFFERED AT BUTLER
By Associat.ed Collegiate Press
Indinapolis, Ind. (ACP) Establishment of a course in sex hygiene h as
been asked of Butler University officials by the school's student council.

Frank Demmerly, council president,
said the organization is recommending a recognized authority be obThere are a number of new maga- tained to teach the class and that
zines in the library. Look them over
and women be grouped for free
1.f you have a few mi·nutes sometrm·e. men
discussion.
Art majors should certainly be interested in the Art Digest. Students who
" If college students are given proper
intend to teach mathematics may en- instruction in sex matters by recognized
joy the ~'National Ma.t hematics Maga- authorities,." Demm_e rly said, "we feel
zine. The library has taken the Na- that such mf?rm.a twn may make as
ture Magazine for years but a new j great a co~tnbutwn to a hap~y and
journal on the subject is being pub- health~ullife as ~Y othe;, offermg now
lished under the title, Nature. Both found m the curnculum.

Fifty-eight per cent of the men and receive free drinks at the Candy Shop
42 per cent of the women would marry ea.ch week, beginning today. The East
outside their own faith, while on the I Side refreshment establishment is requestion of intelligence, the men voted suming this courtesy, first started last
76 per cent in favor of a less intelligent year but discontinued at the close of
mate, 18 per cent of the women.
the school year. Treat winners will be
Take care of your cold Elmiree. I
announced in the Candy Shop ad ap- don't want you to be snuffin when I
INDUSTRY SPEEDS UP
pearing in the News eacli week
come home.
magazines are worth the while for nature lovers to read.
Montclair, N. J. (ACP) American .busFor students who expect to teach in
iness and industry faces "a terrible
the lower grades or grade schools, four
shortage of technically trained men··.
new magazines have been subscribed
according to the recent statement of
for. They are: American Childhood,
You can have them made from
~.H~wyN.Du~~~We~~s~~ ~ L--------------------------------~ BuildingAmeric~Juni~R~~~and
your Warlller picture.
ens Institute of Technology. Among 1 Book reviewers and those who preNo Score.
1 Young America.
These may be found
general non-technical industries in tend to be have one consistency which
"Heaven High-Hell Deep" -mostly in the Training school library. Helpparticular, he said, the demand for · no commentator can impute. That is the latter-is a book by Norman Archi- ful suggestions in teaching may be
engineering school graduates far ex- their mutuality of expression. For in- bald about air battle in the late war. found in these, and grade school teachceeds the supply.
stance, "this book doesn't miss a trick"; It is written in straightaway, unadorn- ers may like to subscribe for them.
1
"The employment situation de- "with straight-away, unadorned prose"; ed pmse.
finitely broke for Stevens alumni "a saga of the", "it is a story of young
Personal Fouls
early last Spring," Dr. Davis said. adventure." You see, the boys read
Baroness Von Rutten (do you begin
"Ninety-six per cent of the gradu- each others critiques so often that to catch on?) writes one of those patates of the six depression classes, their supply of superlatives is limited. tern plots in "Die She Must." This
as a field of newly-blooming da'isies-white and light as a 'summer
cloud-rich as the goodness of old country cooking-that's MEADOW
1930 to 1935, are employed, close to ILet us see if this is not true.
book, die she must.
GOLD MILK. In every way it has no equal as food or drink-and we
what one would expect in normal
Baskets.
Louis Goldin·g usually scrapes toheartily agree with all leading physicians, who insist it should be on
times. For last June's seniors, the I Ted Husing, your favorite sports an- gether something worth while, but
every diet every day.
figures are 91 per cent employed and I nouncer, t ells of the glamour of radio the fragments didn't fit in "The
more jobs have been turned down in "Ten Years Before the Mike," (Far- Pursuer." Golding gets lots of emthan there are men left."
rar and Rinehart $2.50). This book otional exercise, but his calisthenics
PHONE 7
SEVENTH & VAN BUREN
General business concerns of a non- ! doesn't miss a trick. Husing doesn't kill the patient.
technical nature, Dr. Davis said, are hesitate to devote most of the book to
a
·-•+
showing an increased preference for autobiography, but then he's had an
graduates of technical schoo~s.
exciting career in the field of radio.
"In the boom years most of our
Some gent who can't write successJ
graduates were absorbed by the util- ful books condescends now and then +- • 11 1a-..-n-~a-••-••-t•-••-••-~~g~ +•-u-tt-lt-~e-t~e-tt-11-et-c;t-••-••-a•- +• • 11 11 11 • 11 .._.._,._,,_,,_ ,,_+
ities," he explained. "Now, however, to tell ot her people how to write. Such
DR. W. B. TYM
Office Phone 43
Res. Phone 1148
all the men we can supply are being an effort is Edward Weeks', whose book Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715
taken by general industry, and I is titled "This Trade of Writing." The
DR.
W.
E.
SUNDERMAN
J . ~ OLIVER, M. D.
DENTIST
don't know what we'll do when the book is exceptionally readable, howDENTIST
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
ever.
utilities come back."
Hours:
8 to 12-1 to 5
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Free Throws.
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
People's Drug Store Bldg.
It may be a reflection upon the writTOMB IS DEDICATED
Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762
Charleston, Dl.
Charleston, Ill.
Tempe, Ariz. (ACP) Students of in,g craft, but when convicts find
· - 1 1 - t l11-111 1 - l f l - 1 1l l111-15-ll11-t . •NI-1,_11-tl-et-M--.-..-..-et-tl---l+
Arizona State college here played an themselves in the shadow of the chair,
important part recently in the dedica- they usually do one of two things;
DR. DEAN ~ AMBROSE
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD
DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD
tion of a tomb to Philip Tedro, or seek religious <:onsolation or write
OPTOMETRIC
EYE
SPECIALIST
Office Hours 9:00 to 12 :00 a. m. and
Office Hours 9:00 to 12:'0 a. m. and
Hadji Ali, Arabian camel-driver who memoirs. Edward F. McGrath chose
Alexander Bldg.
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00
2:00
to 6:00p. m. and 7:00 to 9:00p. m.
played a minor role in the making of the latter and the result is "I was Conto 9:00p.m.
North Side Square
demned to the Chair." Of course, Mr.
United States history.
604% Sixth St.
604% JACKSON ST.
Phone 340
Military men and desert rats cor- McGrath never really went to the
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770
Telephone 132
Frames Repaired---'Lenses Duplicated
rupted Tedro's Arabian name to "Hi chair, but he's still in prison. Very
· --·-··-··-··-...__,,_11111-11-tll-tl-11-tl.-.
Jolly" when he came to Arizona in pre- gossipy, it is written without self-pity.
-••-••-••-••-1,...1-·•-1111•-~~-·•,..--u---otf
Civil War days as driver of camels imDR. J.R. ALEXANDER
DR. B. C. TREXLER
DR. N. C, IKNAYAN
ported from Arabia as a transportation
51672 Sixth St.
DENTIST
experiment. The experiment failed beHours by Appointment
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
cause the camel's feet were not adapted
Linder Bldg.
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
to the hard desert rocks, they were
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
turned loose to roam at will and Hi
501 Jackson St.
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160
Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037
Jolly was left as the so:!.e remaining
evidence of the unique attempt.
II
n
+• • •• ••
~
II
·-+
-·~ -·----·-·
Hi Jolly died in 1912, and h is body
DR. H. ~ SHAFFER
Phone: Office and Res. 242
lay in an unmarked grave at QuartzCorner 6th and Van Buren
site, Ariz., 75 miles from Tempe, until
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.
SOUTHWEST CORNER
state officials erected a tomb over it.
Physician and Surgeon
Linder Bldg.
511
~ Jackson Street
Office Hours: 9 a.. m. to 9 p. m.
Office Hours: 9:00-12; 1-5:30; 7-9
Phone 440
Thursdays--9:00-12; 7-9

Application
Photographs

'Looks at Books'_ News and Reviews

ART CRAFT
STUDlO
'----------------1

Fresh and Sweet ....

I

I

MEADOW GOLD DAIRY

l
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CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS
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W. E. HILL & SON

New Arrivals-Elgin's New 1936
Models-

Snappy, and what Low Prices for Quality and Service.
On Sale at

HUCKLEBERRY'S
THE RAILR;OAD WATCH INSPECTOR

+----------------~----------------~-----·----·-----~
DR. 0. E. IDTE
DENTIST

CHARLES

~.

GREER, M. S., M. D.

1st National Bank Bldg.

721 Jackson Street

Office Hours 8-12- 1-5
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629

Phone 77

.
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ALL DOCTOR'S OFFICES
ARE OLOSED ON TUESDAY
AND FRIDAY EVENINGS

~
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Pemberton Halll11ill Sponsor 'Waltz Nite' Fridag
Wayne Mcintyre's Orchestra to Play;
Refreshments Promised After Dance
Every Third Dance to Be Waltz;
Various Committees Are Named
by Hall Council.

I The Eastern Quack I Journalists

·50 Faculty Members
Give
Entertained at Hall
Honorary Dance

We nominate HAROLD CAVINS for
a place in the ranks of heroes who
braved public opinion to satisfy desires
for comfort. His FLUFFY white stocking-cap with its FLUFFY white pompom was, no doubt, a secret desir.e of
dozens of others. (not apple-polishing;
Ive had· my term of HYGIENE.) . ...
Hope I get a bid for the debut when
WILLARD celebrates the coming-out
of that MOUSTACHE ... Surely would
like to see Mickey McNEEL, J ane ZIMMERMAN, Annette BLOMQUIST, Elnily RUE, Eddie PEGELOW and a host
of others, wouldn't you? And by the
way, what ever happened t o Rose VERBEAU, the Lltst Trump's column-pet?
We wouldn't mind hearing from Dorothy BONHAM who, it's said ('via rumor') was married during the Christmas holidays.
Upon being asked if the girl stood
on the left or right in the m arriage
ceremony, MISS McAFEE turned very
red and admitted she "really didn't
know anything about that." .. . Incidentally, you should see the future P .
E.. teachers showing how . . . U. of I.
RIBBE.RS of a few years a,go, (you
know who we mean, always bragging
about "that time I" and "that time
we") can't even take a little salt in
their drinking water. 'Course, it makes
a difference who does it.

PEl\1I'J.1E8 ADDLED BY
Ji,AIL UHE OF LIGH'rS

!

Girls of Pemberton Hall Saturday night ate by candle light,
as the result of electric light
power failure. Each girl wandered about the corridors carrying a
candle like a modern Diogenes.
They discovered the secret of the
colonial beauties - anyone ca n
seem beautiful in semi-darkness.
Mishaps occurred, however. E-leanor Jane Hall failed to get a pair
of matching hose-she emerged
one brown and one black. Dorothy Richey h ad an argument
with a dresser drawer and came
out second best. Dates were postponed by necessary delays due
to difficulty in applyin g makeup in the dark. Marianne Talbot's flashlight saved the night
for a few. Some of the young
men callers were abashed by the
darkness. Jack Woods insisted
on meeting his date under the
street light outside.

A waltz night, not Abe Lyman's but
Pemberton H all's, will be given in the
college auditorium next Friday nlght
from 8:30 to 12 o'clock.
Wayne Mcintyre's orchestra, which
has recently become very popular with
EI dancers will do the three-fours for
the affair. Every third number will be
a waltz.
Tickets are now available to all college students. To facilitate sales each
Pemberton Hall girl is provided with
several tickets and the best box-office
manner.
After the dance there will be refreshments at Pemberton Hall.
Invited chaperons are Mr. and Mrs. 1
Quincy Guy Burris and Mr. and Mrs.
Walter M. Scruggs.
Shirley Harrod, as social chairman
for Pemberton Hall arranged the dance.
Mary Frances Heermans assisted by
Helen Agee and Mary Augusta Bratton
is in charge of ticket sales. Mildred
Summers has charge of the advertising. 6 - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - · •
She is being assisted by Wilma Brumleve, Violet Podesta, Margaret Piper,
Violet McFarland, Lola Clapp, and
Grace Schiebal. Violet McFarland has
charge of the after-dance refreshments.
-"Waltz Night" is one of the unique I The W AAers are putting on a sports
social events listed on this year's social dance February 15 which will follow
calendar.
all of Donald R. Alter's suggestions
---EisTc
for a good party. The dance will be
a strictly sports affair with as many
students wearing letter sweaters as
possible.
"You don't have to have a date to
come," says the chairman, Ruth MillG athering to he.lp President Roose- er. "There will be girl's tags favoring
velt observe his birth anniversary, and Leap Year and refreshments which
to contribute to a fund for the treat- ought to entice everyone to come." Helment of infantile paralysis victims, en Jones is chairman of decorations
about 200 townspeople and students and she r eports they will carry out the
attended the President's Ball, given in sports idea.
Tickets will go on sale this week
th,e main building Thursday night. A
and
the prices are 25 cents per person
program of entertainment, cards, and
and
40 cents for each couple. Paul
dancing were featured.
Blair
and his nine-piece orchestra will
A profit of $111 was realized from
furnish
the music for the event. Danethe affair.
ing
will
last from 9 to 12.
On the program were: an introducEISTC
tion by Dr. W. E. Sunderman, general
chairman for the event; a double piano CHARLES'l'ON L UB WILL
feature by Evelyn Mayer and Melba
GIVE VALEN'l'INE DA...l~CE
Elam; flute • quartet, composed of RosThe Charleston Business and Pro-·
alie Funk, Kathryn Ne meyer, Gertrude Foltz, and Kathryn Barkley; fessional Women's club is sponsoring
vocal solo, Lloyd F. Sundermann; Col- a Valentine and Bridge party Thurslege Trio; Humorous reading by Ra- day, February 13, at the new Chamchel Boley; a student by Dan Morgan ber of Commerce hall on Sixth street.
and Don Tolliver; hill billy songs by The proceeds will benefit the Student
Marion Mathas; tap dancing by Mar- Loan Fund. Lowell Tennis's orchestra
•garet Chamberlain; popular songs by of Terre Haute has been engagP-d. The
Maxine and Shirley Harrod; junior orchestra is featuring Miss Mary Mar-·
class stunt, "The Snake in the Grass," garet Beason, soloist, formerly with
Paul Ash's orchestra.
•
directed by Don Cavins.
The party will start at 8 p. m. AdD ancing was enjoyed to the music
of an orchestra from 9:15 to 12:45. mission is 45c per person. Tickets can
Many townspeople competed in the be purchased from Miss Blanche
bridge tournament held in different Thomas, r·e gistrar, in the office any
hour of the day.
rooms of the first floor.
---EISTC--The large number of guests were
WANTED
present in spite of cold weather of
Typing
to
do.
Themes, term papers,
blizzard proportions.
etc. Prose, 30c per 1000 words. Poetry,
- - - E I S T C:- - 1c per line. Margarette Stump, 1105
S. 4th St. Phone No. 364.

I

Unique Sports Dance
Is Planned by W AA

YE SADDE TALEE
'Way back in Eastern's time
Lived a guy Sir Gallahad Z.
It was in winter's clime
That he attended a dance of Glee.

Entertainment Is
Featured at Ball

Mc:Kinneys Entertain
With Dinner Monday

l.'Iiss Isabel and Miss Alice McKinney were hostesses at dinner last Monday evening at their home, 1018 Ninth
street. After dinner guests were taken
to t he Lincoln theatre where they witnessed "Ah Wilderness." Guests were:
Miss Maude Chambers, Miss Emma
Reinhardt, Miss Blanche Thomas, Miss
Ethel Thomas, Miss Nathile McKay,
and Miss Louise McKinney.

Home Cooked Foods
Salads, Pies, Sandwiches, Soups
Plate Lunches 25c

LITTLE CAMPUS
CAFE
Mr. a;nd Mrs. Don Walker
Frank Voris

WHITE
PLUMBING & HEATING
COMPANY

To be chivalrous he did aspire
So he contrived to save a maiden
And over slippery walks of snow and
mire
He gingerly stepped with this maiden
laden.
Be he slipped, dropped her and fell
And we must confess, girl, snow, and
more did meet.
Though you will agree his intentions
were swell
The results were a bit indiscreet.
•

I

---EISTC---

MISS Ethel Hanson
Is Dinner Hostess
Miss Ethel H anson entertained with
a dlnner Sunctay at Portee's restaurant.
Later the party attended the matinee
at the Lincoln theatre. Guests were:
Miss Mary Thompson, Miss Mabel
Hupprich, Miss Anabelle Thomson,
Miss Bernice Bankson, Miss Florence
Litchfield, Miss Elizabeth Michael. '
Miss Beth Kassabaum, Miss Myrtle
Arnold, Miss Rose Zeller, Miss E.mma
Reinhardt, Mis Florence McAffee, and
Miss! Violet Taylor.

The committees for the tea were:
reception-House Council ; Those who
poured during the evening were:
Miss Nathile McKay, Miss Mary
Thompson, Ruth Thomas, Barbara
Ann
Powell,
Gwendolyn
Oliver,
Juanita Brown, Helen Agee, and
Martha Reeder; food committee _
Mary Frances
Heermans,
Wilma
Brumleve, Marie Gould, Mary Evans,
Dorothy Richey, Mary Augusta Bratton, Helen Phillips, Madeline F ahnest~ck; charge of.cloak room- Georgia
Leisher, Ernestme Crooks; general
hostesses - Maxine Harrod, Elizabeth
Jones, and Eleanor Jane Hall· candles
and flowers-AO'nes Worland'

Because of the light power failure in
the gymnasium, which caused the game
to be delayed .an hour, dancing did not
commence until 10 o'clock. Western's
basketball team was also an honored
guest. Members of that team were intraduced from the stage, and each of
the Panthers who broke into the lineup received an enthusiastic round of
applause.
Chaperons who attended were Mr.
and Mrs. C. P. Lantz. Frances Durgee
headed the committee which arranged
the dance.

II

b

•

COMPLETE LINE of WHITMAN'S

---EISTC---

ATTEND MATTOON BALL

VALEN'l'INE CANDIES AT

Among Eastern students who were
guests at the Mattoon Country Club
for the President's Ball Thursday night
are Isabel Barnfield, Dorothy Taylor,
Ella Mae Jackson, and Betty Jane Ewing.

The CANDY SHOP
Sam Taylor, John Farrar, Jane
Sheets, Frances Durgee.
East Side Square

Phone 270

A New •...

Coiffure
Tired of the old hairdress? Let us design
a new one for you. A coiffure that will
bring a r adiant youthfulness to your appearance is yours at very low price. Call
for an appointment today.

MODERN BEAUTY SHOP
815 lUonroe St.

PHONE 1501

Placement Bureau Photos ....
-as pa.rt of your registration are compulsory.
Good representation may get that position.

S.ANDERS STUD IO
JANUARY CLEAR,ANCE

HI-HAT
CLEANERS &
HATTERS
WW PRICES
Guaranteed Work

Plumbing, Heating and
Sheet Metal Work

PHONE 295

About 50 faculty members were
guests of Pemberton Hall girls at an
informal tea from 5 to 7 oclock Sunday evening. The tea table was decorated with red carnations and
candles.

A:bout 160 couples attended the Sigma
Delta-News staff dance in the auditorium Saturday night in honor of the
Eastern basketball team. Radio music
reproduced through the public address
system provided dancing tempo. George
Henry and Ralph Mcintosh, control
men, presented an exceptional reproduction. A new accessory to the system made the reception much clearer
than in the past.

RAY DENNIS
Phone 648

•

JOHN SHRIVER
617 Lincoln

C".Jve Dick, Mgr.

at the

VOGUE

SH OP

West Side Square

fOr SOCIAL
FUNCTIONS
PRIVATE PARTIES
DANCING
The facilities of this hotel are available
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room
-Banquet Room

Our Home Cooked Lunchesare prepared with the Best Ingredients and with Best
Care . A trial will convince. ·
•

CORNER CONFECTIONERY
"BILL" PANAS. Prop.

Special Menus s .u ndays and Holidays
May We Serve You?

HOTEL U. S. GRANT
Mattoon
Telephone 2700

Illinois
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~thts Llogd R. Wglie, New Facultg Member,

Out of the North

Describes Method of Meteor Research

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

By Aline Claar
College in Kansas and at NorthwestPublished each Tuesday of the school year by the stu"! don't see why you picked on me," ern university, doing graduate wor~
dents of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at. said Lloyd R. Wylie, a new member 1 at the latter school. He also held a
Charleston.
of the mathematics department. In teaching posmon at Northwestern
Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the spite of his modesty, we succeeded in while he was attending school tl1ere.
After he was graduated, he taught
Post. Office at Charleston, Illinois, under the Act of March learning some of his accomplishments
and ambitions.
I for two years at Ohio Western, and
3, 1879.
He ·received his education 'in Park for five years at Lake Forest coileg8,
~- Printed by the Courier Publishing Company
before coming to Eastern.
'Hobl;lties' Not in His Line
Alexander Summers '36 ............................................................ Editor
He would not admit hav'ing any hobVincent Kelly '36 ................................................ Business Manager
bies, but before long we had discovStanley Elam '38....................................................Associate Editor
ered his secret pastime. ;He is enFred Foreman .............................................................. Art Editor
* * * *
gaged
in doing !'esearch work to deEvalyn Schooley '36 .................. ............................ Society Editor
Invites students and faculty
tcrmine
the conditions in the upper ·
Franklyn L. Andrews .............................................................. Adviser
members to voice their opiruons
atmosphere.
on topics concerned with college
"My method of research," Mr. Wylie 1
life. Please limit letters to 150
Member
Member
said,
"is to follow the paths of fire
words, sign communications.
IOPA
CSPA
balls and of meteors. Then by watch'ing where the meteors burst and what
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1936
Pra ise and Prejudices
path they take, I can determine the
To the Editor:
temperature of the upper atmospher0.
Since you have recently introduced This method is the only source of inMultiple Benefits May Result
a page designed especially to suit stu- formation the weather bureau: has
From Fraternities
dent wants, I see no reason why we found to discover what conditions exshouldn't comment.
The Associated ist in the upper air. This re&arch
Staff Artist Fred Foreman pictures two stuIt has often been said that people on Eastern's Collegiate Press features
are a delig·ht- was the subject of the paper which dents bent against the bld.zzardous winds that h ave
campus are in no financial state to support more ful addition; I enjoy the catchy, though I presented recently at the science
swept around Eastern during the past two weeks.
fraternities, especially national chapters, and that too f:ippant book -reviews; Elmer has meeting 1n St. Louis.
Mr.
Foreman asserts that he isn't exaggerating a
"This work is important and there
obviously taken on too much culture in
there i neither a need no~r eiXcuse for more.
one year's time - but he's still enter- are numerous stations located through- bit here. But we are reminded of that story about
It has also1 been frequently stated that Eastern taining ; but skip those faculty inter- out the United States for the purpose the hunchback in Canada: he stepped outside his
lacks the college spirit displayed for homecoming views. We had to put up with them J of exploring this unknown region. The home one very co.Id day. Bending down to tie his
every week for the past two years and United States ~my uses a differer~t shoe string, he froze to death. The poor fellow
and sports events on other small college campuses. I have been sighing with thanks since· method than mme, of course. Their
had to be buried in a bass drum.
Another favorite theme is that we are over-clubb ed their discontinuance. 'Quoting from ~ay is to shoo~ a searchlight beam
-that ome clubs are dying an anemic death of in- the Fathers' interests me particularly, l.nto the upper a1r and then to analyze
since I'm a social science major. I the reflected ray.
activity.
doubt if the majority care for it. Let's
Different Process Explained
and
In the two latter statements there is a great have more illustrations by Fred Fore"Professor Goddard of Clark uniThe BIG and little in Review
element of truth.
man and fewer pictures of the faculty. versity is working on a rocket which
B y Th e Editor
___
be hopes to send a hundred miles intOt
Of the veracity of the first, judge fo,r yourself
Ah,
How
Well
We
Know!
the
air. Instruments will be attached
after reading the following: Fourteen candidates
Walking
along
a
s~ippery
street
to
the
rocket to determine the tem- CHARLES AUSTIN HAS JOINED
for pledgeship in our national fraternity were reGuarding carefully two mischievous
perature and other co11ditions. There
· ' '
jected, five by the other. Other colleges of the same
feet
will also be a parachute attached to
The ranks of full-fledged basketball referees. He
the rocket in order that the instru- earned his c_redentials Friday night when he assisted Dean
size a s our ovvn, and in districts no more prosperous, A beautiful maiden was speeding
ments w'ill not be destroyed.
F: A. Beu rn a: ~arne south of here.
along
support as many as 15 fraternities and SO['Orities.
"W·e who use the meteor plan think High school offiClals ther~ wlr~d . Mr.
Illinois Wesleyan, with an enrollment of but 700, When she found that something was
wrong;
it just as accurate and it is by far the B ~u last Thursday, asku~g. him t.o
has 11, all financially so<lid.
cheap-est method."
brmg along another off1c1al. Mr.
B
t k Ch 1
ft
d
It is worthy of note that Wesleyan has. a. stroug Her bashful Joe helped pick her up,
her
utensils
in
a
passing
a
.
basketball team this year, and that there i · a world
of college spirit behind it. This suggests that there I laughed my best when she entered
seemed astonished to find that he did Austm refereed a second team game
c:ass;
have a h obb
between Casey and Charleston not
may be some connection between those initial three
1
Rathe
f ll
t·
d long ago and has been assisting with
statements.
If she had been J ean, she'd never
teacher~' 'p~~ u Y w,e
men Ion~ : intramural games here. He :s also
It i certain that one of the greatest services oi
pass.
smiled and said: peeves.
Mr. Wyhe in charge of equipment in the athfraternities i in unifying spirit locally (to their We cannot joke over such tricks
"Of course every teacher has differ- ~etic office. .~· Beu, by ~he w~~·
respective chapters) and spirit among the whole of We may have our own troubles to
ent . 'pet peeves, and 1 couldn't beg"111 1~ a busy official, though h1s actiVIty along that line is
the student body.
lubs, on the other hand, do not
fix.
to tell you all ~f mine."
little kn~wn at Eastern. He has officlated at about 25
promote school spirit. They do create some degree For that very evening in going home
games this season. A former coach and star athlete himself, he has keen intel'est in the sport and wide knowledge
I found out that I had a back bone !
o·f group spirit, it's true; but not the explosive ty1•e
Prom 'Unknown Sophomore.'
of the rules. He was ranked among the highest in last
that moves the mass o.f students. Club members
__
year's athletic commission test. His reputation as a footoften do not know many orf their fellow students,
Love and Kisses, Casanova
ball referee 1s better known, since he has officiated for
confine their activity over-often to the group, and Dear Editor:
TOffi t e at erS more local games. Mr. Beu's basketball refereeing is done
shrinl~ from becoming a part of the collective stu- · Would the Soap Box permit a shade
mostly for schools south of here.
dent body.
of sentimentality?
In these days when the air is filled
·
·
h ·
It happened only the other night, but with charges and counter-charges de- FROM NEW YORK CITY : : :
Homecoming to clubs strrs little ent us1asm; m y mind was really several months re- signed to make us fear for the safety
And Murray (Major Bowes) Hill comes a new publibut when frat members return to the campus to moved from January 30. , I was sil'oll- of the Republic should the other side cation designed to attra-ct college readers. It is called
meet the old gang, they cheer, and yell, and ''raise ing along Sixth street, thinking of lit- be electecf, it is comforting to reflect 1 "Voice of Youth." Dominated by a staff of damsels, the
respectable hell."
tie in particular. Suddenly, something that the Fathers also said things about publlcation proves surprisingly vir'ile, at least to your ,
For school spirit, we advocate more frats and about the night put my thoughts in re- one another. Here are a few examples: editor. H. G. Wells, who calls himself a mere hack jour.:
Less clubs.
verse-four, five, six, seven months-to
Hamilton once referred to Jefferson nalist and an omnivorous one at that, disagreed with us.
summertime. stars were especially as a man of "sublimated and paradox- (It is rumored that several people do.) He sent the "Voice .
brilliant; the moon shone as in June. ical imagination, entertaining and pro- of Youth" editors a cryptic note which ought to prove
The Right Emphasis
Thoughts of summer make me tingle, pagating opinions inconsistent with that Mr. Wells still can saddle a good epigram now and
From The C'ollegio, Kansas Teachers College
happy with contemplation of comfort. dignified and orderly government." then. Said he: "The 'Voice of Youth' is a squeak." SinDeadrick F. J enkins of Los Angeles writes to There is something so deadening, so J efferson once said of Washington, "I clair Lewis. patronizing for a change, went so far as to
the editoT of the Literary Digest to denounce grade shriveling about cold the mere thought wish that his honesty and his political say : "I think I understand your difficulty 1n trying to
of it dwarfs my appreciation of life. errors may not furnish a second occas- keep from being drawn into either cult in conducting the
·
t o exc1a1m,
·
•curse on hi s vrr
· t ues, ·vo·ICe of Y ou th'"
·
g etting of today 's college youth. He further states But I was thinking of summer. May- wn
. A go od many oth er peop1e smcerely
that some outside force must come to our· rescue be some of you remember how we th
h
d
h'
t
'"
A
d
prai
·
s
the
p
bl'
t'o
It
t
th
t
·t
1
· ey ave un one IS coun ry .
n
e
u ICa 1 n.
seems o us
a 1 acks f orbecau e of certain dogmas to which colleges are languished under the cool of sheltering during the campa~gn of 1800 Hamilton ward pol'icy at present, but the futur·e for it is promising.
adhering.
campus trees on those summer days wrote to a friend concerning John
·ct t
"
SOME OF THE LESS : : :
Emphasis has not been on education itself but and nights. Oh, future, speed your- Ad ams, th en Pr es1 en :
That this
Patient college editors in this broad land have been
upon accumulating grade-points, making this or self! .
gentleman ought not to be the object vexed by the large amount of publicity which NYA and a
r
d
If t 0 th f ll t
of the federal wish is, with me, rethat society or making the footb::d l team. Getting
enJOYe myse
e u es as 1 duced to demonstrati'on. HI's adm1-n- number of other government agencies regularly send to
·
d
strolled slowly ·a nd without thought of
,
I
grade has become an art. t reqmres the stu ent 1
'ct.
Of
dd
.
istration has alre;tdY very m aterially collegiate publications. We have at last reached the end
·
f th · t
t
tl t
f surroun !ngs.
a su en somethmg
e 1ns rue or, 1e ype o snatched me back t o reality _ cold disgraced and sunk the government. of our string. Last week NYA sent another of their pest o s t u d y th e t ech n1cs o
questions he has been asking for years, just how to reality. That most onerous of . all Th~re are defects in his character tiferous letters, announcing that so-and-so and best political friends (not just in those words) had been appointed
kid h~ along, prop_er way to cram, all for the sal~c 1 physiognomical accessories, my nose, W~ICh must inevitab;,y continue t o do
head of NYA in North Dakota. In North Dakota, we reof gettmg grade pomts.
I was complaining, n ay, shouting with thiShmore and more.
peat
! Since early in the school year we have received'
·
·
·
1
· r 'Fr
,
'd 1 1 0 th
h .
W en Clay came to the rescue of CalThe American people want more liberalism. pam.
ozen,
sal
•
Pus
er
c
oiCe
ho
·
·th
letters
telling of appointments in Idaho, Oregon, Alabama,
· t
t · t
un m 1833 WI a proposa1 for com0 11. for
b1·ts 0 f appropna
and 4,000 other places. But we could bear up under that,
Youth should
obtain
an
education
that
will
fit
the
e
s
nc
ures.
·
th
t
·ff
,
-.
the good ole summertime!
pro~Ise ?n
e an ' J ackson expresspre ent day s need. Soc1ety should destro'y the
D
'th w · t Ad
t
ed h1s displeasure at this co-operation if it weren't for other publicity matter that invariably
lik e pro f essors f or e d ucat 10n
'
own-wi - In er
voca e. bY wr1't mg
'
.
.
mac h 1ne
n ee d s t o b e
a f nend
" ... the coalition bulges our News box. It usually arrives in a 2x3 package,
well filled with reprints of speeches made by va.r ious NYA
shifted from the commercial scale to the real ancl ::
:: b~tween <?lay and Calhoun, and comleaders. Now we are the last to condemn NYA. Four
true education. We must be saved fr•om the outbmed as. It. · · · portends no good, but years ago when we started writing for the News, and be<YrOWU and OVerWOrked dogmaS Of those WhO have
'• •'
u
0
e
as
'•
•'
much eVIl, If the people COUld be mis- fore FERA or NYA, we advocated federal aid for n eedy
e
••
•• led, and become dupes to their heregone before us.
••
·•• sies and wicked designs ." That's fair- students in a letter to the News. But a lot of good money
TEN YEARS AGO ·
ly strong language but John Randolph which could go to help other needy students is being
Week of ·FebruaJry 1-8
probably set the all time record for wasted on somethmg that is ~ts own best publicity agent..
Thieves Pay Annual Visit
. The Play~rs ~ave three one-~t plays scurrility, when he found himself inThat annual menace, theft of athletic equip- m the aud1tormm Thursday mght.
jured politically by the combination of SHOTS THE W ARBL:ER DlDN 'T : : :
ment in the gymnasium locker rooms, has reapGet : F. L . Andrews learning more about the law of
Shurtleff . defeated the Lant zmen Henry Clay and John Quincy Adams.
peared. Severay boys in physical education (·lasses Saturday rught, 33-26. '
"I was defeated, horse, foot, and drag- friction on an icy sidewalk Monday morning.... Students
have lo t compl ete outfits during the past two
.
ons,-cut up and clean broke down by muttering unpr'intables every time they slide down the soONE YEAR AGO
the coalition of Blifil and Black George called steps on the walk leading north between Pemberweeks. The d istressing feature of this whole sordid
-by the combination .. . of the Puri- ton Hall and the main building. ... The sight of. a wheel
.
Week of February 5-12
business is that the guilty parties are seldom if ever
. Eighty entrants wrote for the News tan and the blackleg." On another fa- projected crazily from the brake drum of Harold Cottingapprehended. They proceed blithely to natch propliterary co~test.
mous occasion Randolph referred tc ham's car Saturday night. The axle broke as Harold
erty that to many students is valuable, since the
The Mus~c club was organized here Henry Clay as "this being, so brilliant rounded the circle in front of the main building. To make
five or six dollars involved in value mean consider- Tuesday mg~t.
yet so corrupt, which. like a rotten it more 'impressionable upon your editor, Harold was makThe News Issued the first Collegia.te
able to depression-throttled owners. Bastern simpJ y
ing a trip at our own earnest request, and not for his own
(Continued
on
Page
7)
Digest
number
here.
pleasure.
won't organize to weed out these thieves.
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R ECREATION BOARD
ORDERS TIME LIMIT
FOR SOCIAL EVENTS

The Last Trump

Donald R. Alter, faculty chairman
of the soc'ial committee, last week h;sued n otice t o organization heads that
social engagements scheduled F riday
night end at 12 o'clock unless special
permission has been gTanted.
The procedure for obtaining extension is to present a written request to
the committee on social affairs, at the
time the event is scheduled.
The notice implied penalty for violators: "Hereafter, advertising a social
event to extend beyond the 12 o'clock
hour without first h aving obtained the
required permission ~il_l ~e . considered
adequate cause for dJSCiplmmg the organization concerned."

''This, Partner, Is Our T rick "

PROF. COLSEYBUR PASSES BUSY WEEK
Makes Many Dedication Speeches
Predicts New Era
Neglectlng for the time being his study of
the red menace, Prof. Colseybur plunged last
week into a series of dedication speeches-perhaps the most extensive series given in a single
institution during a like period of time in all
history. Four quarts of champagne and six
!PROF. COLSEYBUR
bales of hay were used by the savant in christening Eastern's re-muddling projects ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Gangland Procedure
Advocated by Child
_If we have any more snow and ice,
do you think the problem of shooting

students suffering from broken
will become

legs

great~?

Thomas Cummins '36-Undoubtedly.
Our trigger fingers will be too numb
to do their duty. Scalding would be
more humane-for a few minutes.
Elizabeth Widger '38-Either that or
something else.
Henry Phipps '39-The danger will
decrease. According to the law of
the threat is of little danger.
adaptability to environmental factors,
Herman Monts '36-How about "taking" this snow and ice with a little
salt?
Pauline Armentl'Out '36-No-that is
too extreme. I would suggest amputating frozen feet, thou,gh.
June Preston '39 - Practice makes
perfect. The eskimos can't walk on ice
any better than we can-now!

I

Highlights from the various speeches
are as follows:
1. From speech made at the dedication of Dean Beu's office:
(Quoting from the Fathers)
After taking his degree thiS spring
a. "When in the course of bloomin' Alexander Summers, News~ editor, will
Panther Lair
events it becomes necessary to visit the go abroad to attend the Olympics in
habit.
Dean's office-!''
Germany. He wf~l journey in the
Krysler Klein: I have been improvb . "It's better to be on the outside capacity of trainer and press agent of
ing my checker game to the detriment
lookin' in than on the inside trying to another Charleston graduate, Vincent
Kelly. Kelly, under Summers tutelage, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..._ of my studies.
look out."
Otho: I am building a house.
c. "People who live in glass houses is about to go into intensive spring
What! Didn't the Fi Sigs pledge
Wayne : Klein and D'uey and Youngtraining for the quarter mile, prepara- Ruth Clapp and the Elephant's
don't get ultra-violet rays."
er and Lewis and Johns and Otho make
d. " 'Twas a balmy summer's morn- tory to placing first in the American Child?
too much noise.
tryouts in Philadelphia. After a receping and a goodly crowd was thereBolerjack: Ah, she's beautiful.
Sixteen flunking students and tion by Mayor LaGuardia in the city
Edward is going to Buckingham
All the rest: My teacher doesn't like
hall in New York the two young Amer- Palace just to pa!ace the time away,
fourteen rated only fair."
me,
e. "The brave freshmen , living and cans will leisurely pursue their way to
Europe, probably on the S. S. Bremen.
dead who struggled here-"
1500 passed the king's heir. CerThe Lair shelters five valedictorians
f. "Many a crime is born to thrive
Promises to send post cards daily to
tain
Lair
men
wish
they
had
been
and
two salutatorians.
(Adv.)
unseenall their close friends have been exact- abroad.
Many a ta~e never reaches the
ed from both Summers and Kelly.
J. P. R eed was back and told us a
dean."
As a pleasant variation from his
The Edit-or thought he was going to Spoonerism evolved by that master
2. From speech made at the dedica- routine work as trainer and publicity be in on the funeral of his star columnspooner, David B. Noyes, now of the U.
tion of Pem Hall's Kitchen:
agent, Summers will interview his old ist. He had already made up his of I. Said Noyes, "Our postman bea. "Not that we love ham less but friend Herr Hitler and report the Ger- dirty crack: "I'm at my wits end."
came interested in a rich widow on
that we love eating after hours man chancellor's personal vi'ews on why Just wait. We'll get back at him.
his rout e. Now, instead of carrying the
more."
German women are. He will also seek
mail, he is marrying the kale."
b. "We may live without art and Hitler's opinion of the News editorial
Do you know the meaning of the
live without books,
policy. The ex-editor's impressions of common word, "amen"? Yeah.
Reed takes this opportunity of giving
In
"But we can live best when we the European situation will be syndicatlove to a!l his friends-both of them.
chapel it means you can sit down.
live with cooks."
ed by the Charleston Courier and may
c. "The co-ed's place is in the appear in t~e Chicago Tribune.
Fritz Miller scored one of the highAnother Lair motto: ''All the jokes
kitchen."
After Kel:Y has won due h~nors and I that are fit to print. (That's why our est m arks on Mr. Hughes drivers' test
d. "Meet us in the pantry when
world acclaim as an Olympics c~am- column is always shorter than "The and he says that speedy (not reckless)
the lights are soft and lowdriving is the cause of most accidents.
pion the local youths wi'll return to Las't Trump.")
There's grub for everyone of us- Charleston in time to accept lucrative
but the dean must never know."
teaching positions in the community
News flash: Helen Anderson receives
A stranger asked if Duey was a $pecial delivery letter from Jack Staul3. From speech made at the dedi- this fall.
teacher here in college. No. Just the cup.
cation of our new dance hall (formuncle
of one.
erly 'chapel'):
We
shall
linger
a. "Aye tear her battered insi'des
to caress him-j
.
Okey, to his date at Varsity Club
But the house rules were his
A light-housekeeper petitioned the sponsored movie: "That's just about
out
student council to set up a food ex- the way I'd do it."
despair!"
And move the seats about, about."
change. My pot of beans for your
d. Curtain! Asbestos!
b. "Friends, Romans, Countrymen ,
lend George Henr'Y' your ears."
What will Miss Booth say? They
Prof. Golseybur has postponed his pint of raspberry jam, eh?
c. "Life, liberty, and the pursuit of iris dedication speech pending a conhave not only made a dance hall out of
Duey want the Players to riddle me the auditorium, hut a gambling den
snappiness."
ference with Lily. Li~y is a tiger and
thie?
Sure, any Day. We want some out of the north library.
d. "Chapel once a weekobjects to the Prof~ssor's verbiage in
Morris
'dramatic stuff.
Dancing cheek to cheekconnection with foliage. Violet rose to
P ersonal Shots:
Faculty doesn't have to speak- the savant's
defense.
If
they
Our men's debate squad should deMiss McKay says, I always share my
Boy, that's collidge!"
colum}.line, we'll be gladiola!
bate the women's team. To make the celebrities.
· e. "The wallflower turns on her
battle even, we suggest that Mr. Ross
god when he setsMr. Koch prays for quintuplets!
do all the men's rebuttals.
A gas leak in Pem Hall? Yas, you
The god keeps on dancing - the
He1:p'! Police!
gassed it.
wallflower regrets."
San Felice!
Is Miss McKay wearing an EI
---EISTC:--f. "Anyone else, ice cold pop?"
sweater again? Tsk, tsk.
Shorty's Beauty Parlor & Barber
4. From speech made at the dediRoy Wilson objects to the News bou~
Shop-Special, $1.75; complete, $2.00
cation of the south campus. (at- quets. 0. K. by us, kid-go peddle your
ELEPHANT'S CHILD JR.
up; permanents, shampoo and waves,
tendance poor.)
magazine.
WhY' I didn't make an A on the facia~s, 50c to $2.00. Hair cuts to
a. "De butter kwups will soon beep
six-weeks tests.
suit college students.
wup-burrrrr-qurrrr!
Okey: I sat next to the wrong perRun for your lives; another glacial
De wiolets stoo iz filled wif doo- epoch is coming!
son.
Icy sickles sticking froo!"
John: I have done too much up5. From speech made at the dediJohn Black is still raising Cain, right sleeping.
cation of the office of the Dean of Phone 224,
Younger. The dice didn't come
Men:
seven.
a. "Spare the rod and spoil the
Elam: No matter what you do in
To improve our dances
childco~lege,
you can always blame it on
'Just break up romancesYour complaints will be neatly
your extra-curricular activities.
Initials only, pleasefiled."
Gray: Well, I made an A in this
Some are H's; some are S's
b. "When you come in here for (Pipe them all in evening dresses)
last quarter and decided I didn't J
helpneed to study any more.
Some are B 's and T's and D's!
You low-down, whining, little
BiU: She done me wrong.
I
welpDo you realize that your tuition does
JohnnY' Johns: I int_ended . to cut
We shall dust our records on the not even cover the coal bill?
j only ten classes, but It got to be a
shelfYes,
once we
were young
In t he spring, our fancy will lightly
ourself."
to sketch ing plans for the new
c. Nobody loves a dean;
Your Patronage Will Be
Appreciated
A dean loves nobody;
Nobody loves nobody;
J. Paul Reed, former director of the
Complete Greasing Service
Ain't life cruel?"
Entertainment Course, was seen on the
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
6. From speech made at the dedi- campus Friday.
cation of the new lights:
Isn't
We is all friends, isn't we
a. "Let there be light,
FILLING STATION
we? We say, isn't we?
And there was light;
a.t Te,mtb and Lincoln
S!gneq: 0 1~ Poker Fa,ce.
Let there be light,
An{i t):lere was a light billLet there be less Mrhtl"
7, From speech dedica,ti.ng the
0
new furniture in Pem lla,Jll:
a. "Koehler madeEastern frayed.''
b. "In Pem Hall us gels have
pridePHONE 85
Lair boys, please wait outside !"
c. "We shall meet,
But we shall miss him ;
There will be one vacant chair.

'Off for Olympics'On Ship of Dreams

I POPPIN' OFF

CONTRIBUTOR'S COLUMN
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I perpet uate 'wit of the
J week' as spoken by

the students or faculty in thh1.
your column.
Ja;ck Austin, Fred Snedker and N. S.
are entitled to tickets for the picture
showing at Lincoln theatre Tuesday
and Wednesday. Get passes from the
News box in organization mail-box,
west hall.
Donald R. Alter (commenting upon
being quoted in last week's News:) :
"When a professor says anything which
is true, it should be put in the News."
Submitted by Jack Austin.
Miss Emma Reinhardt: "All of you
think of an example of a strong emotion you have experienced, preferably
one you can tell in class." Submited by
Fred Snedeker.
Jay B. MacGregor: "I have always
wondered why men quit tipping their
hats to ladies. (reflecting) But I guess
they couldn't very well tip their ear
muffs." Submitted by N. S.
C. H. Coleman: "Whiskey is one
thing the Indian just can't take. Neither c:;an the Negro. The white man, when
drinking, gets silly; the Negro gets
crazy; and the red man just passes
out." Submitted by N. E. S.
Jay B. MacGregor: "You people look
at me like suffering Christians before
Nero." Submited by A. K. Maglone.
Donald Alter: "Cleopatra vamped
Caesar and Mark Antony but 'by the
time she was ready for Octavian she
had lost her schoolgirl complexion."
Submited by A. M.
J. B. MacGregor: "It sounds as if the
society for the propagation of useless
conversation is in session out in the
hall." Submitted by K. M.
- - - E I S T C:- - -

When you look at your watch do
you wonder what time it is? Bring
us your watch and don't wonder what
time it is. C. P. Coon, 408 6th St.

CHARLESTON FRUIT STORE
PHONE 531
FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES
DAILY

THE

I CASH GROCE R.¥
A New Line of Ten
Cent Notions
South 6th St.

Ralph Bails, Prop.

NEW SPRIN G
ARRIVALS

=

I STUDENTSI

Wide Straps are
Smart
In Patent Leather or Patent
and Gaberdine combination.
Also Blue Kid and Blue Patent
Leather.

NEWELL'S

USOL

• •

• •

Creosote Oil

Doubles the Life
of Wood

Andrews Lumber & Mill Co.

$295
to $5.50

May We Show

You?

A& G SHOE MART
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Eastern Loses 39-38 Thriller to Macomb Champions
Late Panther Rally Fails Short One I
. Gilbert Boys Take Undisputed Hold
On First Place in 1-M Tournamen t
. Point; Leathernecks Cop Number 16 ~~~!~L~~~~,!S.
V1ctory Allows Macomb to T1e
for Conference Lead; Panthers
Play Inspired Game.

Veteran Guard Stars

Impresses at Center

•Vikings

Contributed lby Charles Austin

Oblong, as we predicted, came
through and won the Eastern Illinoi.s
Lea gue tournament by defeating
Greenup, 33 to 20. This tourney honor
plus the Wabash Valley championship will give the Oblong Panthers a
favorite place when state tourney play
opens the last week 'in February.

Western State will have a snare in
the Little 19 leadership; Western State
preserved its long wmning streak; but
the Leathernecks will have to thank
more than their skill for th.e distinctions. For Coach Scotty Angus' r evitalized Panthers walloped the visitors in every respect but the fina l
scor·e here Saturday night as they lost
a blazing 39-38 decision to the Macomb
champs.
We~ ,tern's seventh consecutive league
victory lifted them to a tie for the
conference leadership with Illinois
W•esleyan. Victory also enabled the
Leathernecks to extend their winning
streak, which has now reached sixteen
consecutive games.

Scoop! Scoop! Yes, here we have
them-the men who have been
awarded football sweaters by the
Athletic committee. The sweater
winners are as follows: Adams,
Austin, Ba.umesberger, Ray Cole,
Herschel Cole, Dennis, Kessinger,
Klink, Lancaster, John Ritchie,
Walt Ritchie, Spicer, Trulock,
Waddell, Weekley, and Manager
Miller. Coach Angus says: "It is
with regret that those men who
stayed out the whole season and
gave their best cannot be awarded
sweaters. I ap·p reciate their attitude and wish them all the luck
next season."

.. I

Are Decisively Beaten;
Favorites Continue Fast Pace
in Week 's Games.

The Gilbert Boys decisively proved
which team, at the moment, at least,
is strongest in the intramural tournament. They did it by lashing the highly-touted Vikings last week by a 24-14
score. They are now firmly entrenched in first place, adding to their substantial lead with three victories last
week.
Results of games last week were:
The Gilbert Boys downed a dangerous crew of Dark Hroses by a 34-16
score. The victors held a sufficient
lead throughout. The Flyers, improving with each game, doubled the score
on the Panther Lair quint, 22-11. The
Vikings subdued Parkas 24-14 and t he
Republicans got by Newt's Hungry Five,
13 to 10.
Newt's five took another defeat when
the Gilbert Boys won by a 24-13 score.
One of the closest games of the week
developed when the Republicans stopped the Lair-men, 14-13. There was
one other victory in which the margin
was that close. Fidelis eked out an
18-17 triumph over Parkas. This enabled Fidelis to stay within striking
distance of the league leadership.
The Flying Dutchmen handed the
Lair its third defeat of the week when
they won by a 23-8 margin. The R epublicans were too good for the P hi
Sigs, who bowed by a 13-7 score. The
Gilbert Boys scored their decisive win
over the Vikings, 24-14. Parkas finally salvaged a victory by turning back
Newt's Five, who at the same time
absorbed their third defeat of the week.
The score was 24-11.

Jimmy Tedrick h elped inspire EastOsmond Brown made his first home
ern to a heroic performance against
appearance at center Saturday night
Drama Enough Precedes Game
Ma comb. He a ccounted for seven
ag ainst Macomb. His performance
Drama enough preceded the game points, played a good fioor game.
justified the line-up shift.
itself. Failure of electric light power
in the Pemberton Hall building midway in the afternoon could not be corrected by game time. At 7:30, scheduled time for the game's start, a la rge
number of fans wen=: clustered in the
gym, minus even the luxury of candle
Okey Honefinger, in securing matelight. They cheered lustily, asked reP anther cagemen will h ave a busy rial for his term paper in physical
The annual Women's Athletic assopeatedly when lights would be restored.
week as they pla y four games in five educat'ion 44, wrote Bill Haarlow, lead- ciation basketball tournament opened
Linemen of the public service comdays.
ing scorer in the Big Ten, to find out last Tuesday night with two games.
pany, meanwhile, worked feverishly
Tonight they go to Shelbyville for the stance he used for shooting free Play will continue for the remainder
on a faulty Fourth street transformer.
a return game with the formidable throws. Okey knew it all the time of this month.
At 8:05 the lights fiashed on.
Sparks
quintet .
Eastern
defeated and wasn't surprised to find that Bill
Stevenson's team was the winner over
Keyed to high pitch by a longSparks
earlier
in
the
season.
used the same stance as Okey.
Scholz's team by. a margin of 41 to 2.
standing grievance against the MaThursday the Angusmen play host
McFarland's team won over team 2 by
comb champs, Eastern indicated from
to
Rose Polytechnic Instit ute of
Yes, Macomb's been to Charlesa margin of 18 to 2. In spite of the
the start that the Leathernecks would
ton and is now gone with its sixdifferences in scores, both games were
have to battle as n ever before thi~ Terre Haute, Ind. The game, originexciting and aroused much enthusiasm.
season if they expected to retain their ally sch eduled earlier in the season ! teenth consecutive victory. Not
was
postponed
because
of
inclement
before,
howevetr,
they
had
one
of
Highest scorers were Lumbrick of
honors. Rough from the beginning,
weather.
the
biggest
scores
of
the
season
Team
1 with 19 points; Abbee of Team
the game produced some of the gridFriday
night
State
Normal
comes
racked
up
against
them,
and
in
the
3
scored
13 points and Sheets was third
iron tactics which used to enliven
end had eked out a one-point vicwith 12 points for her team, number
Panther conflicts when ancient rivals to town and the Cogdalmen will try
to 'retain the supremacy they have
1.
tory. One thing we are sure of is
came to to'Wn.
he!d over Eastern in recent years.
Games scheduled for this Tuesday
that those lop-sided defeats are at
New Line-up Impressive
to Look
are: Team 4 (Miller) vs. 5 (Scholz)
The locals journey to Shurtleff
an end. Come on, Panthers, we're
They fought every minute of the
A
good
hair
cut
just doesn't happen
and Team 1 (Stephenson) vs. 3 (Mcfor you.
game and in this respect· were superior Saturday, however, in an effort to
-it
is
the
result
of long experience
Farland). The games will begin at 7
ight over the Pioneers.
and careful attention. You can get
to their taller, h ea vier rivals. This make it two- -stra
-E:ISTC--Augustana will come up for their p. m. This Tuesday evening's scores that kind of service at the
aggressiveness cost the services of
toug·hest curtain call in the next two will appear in next week's News.
three starters. Russ McConnell, makweeks when they meet Millikin, Knox,
e:rsTc--ing his first appearance on the local
and Macomb. If the Vikings can win
Order your flowers by telephone. Call
court, fouled out n ear the end of the
over these teams-the class of the con- 39. Lee's Flower Shop, 413 Seventh
first half. Bob Holmes departed late
Southwest Corner of Square
ference-they
deserve to be champions street.
Teachers College High was eliminatin the battle as did Jimmy Tedrick.
ed from the Ea stern Illinois League of the Little Nineteen.
All three played outstanding games.
---EISTc---tourney,
held last week in Casey, by
Eastern was the first to score as the
Hutsonville
during
quarter-finals
play
game opened slowly. Tedrick and
McConnell tallied from the !r ee throw Frida y night. The Huts won by a 24line before Robbins, enemy captain, 22 score in a game that favored T. C.
A Full Line of Hat·dware, Paints, Dishes, Kitchen Utensils, Tools,
evened the count with a basket. Shaw for all but the last two minutes of
Outlery and Sporting Goods
Linder of the Flying Dutchmen
sank another free throw but Means play. Hutsonville rallied, overcame a
five-point
lead,
and
continued
to
the
added 13 points to his individual !
retaliated with a basket. Tow-headed,
We Also Repair Suitcases, Bags, Trunks and Al'l Leather Goods
scoring leadership in the intramural
"See Us Before You Buy''
keen-eyed Carroll Wood entered the semi-finals.
It was a defeat of the most disheart- tournament last week. He now has
game at this point, was prompLly
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
PHONE 492
fouled and made both his free throws. ening brand for T. C., since they held a total of 83 points. In second place
Tedrick made ti1ree free throws out a comfortable edge over the eventual is Vern Owen of the Dark Horses
of five attempts during the next two victors during most of the fray. T. C. with 56. McClure of the Vikings is
minutes and tied the score, 6-6. Mc- reached the quarter-finals by downing third with 51 points; Adair, of the
Connell and Holmes made field goals Toledo Thursday night, 31-21. The lo- same team, is in fourth place with
to give EI one of its longest leads of cals had little difficulty in that game 44 points.
the game. A field goal and free throw as Baker, Mirus and Day connected for
---EISTC--by Wood was followed by Holmes' free baskets at will.
Remember
your friends with flowers.
---li'ISTC--throw, mak'ing the score 11-9. Robbins
They say it, best-Lee's Flower Shop,
made a field goal but McConpell reOPEN HOUSE PROMISED
413 Seventh street. Phone 39.
You 'll be surpris·e d at the large .s tocks and the quality we
established East ern in the lead with
---I!:ISTC--two free tosses. Wood and McConnell
The WAA Council has been at work
have . Ev.ery item orf high grade and guaranteed to be satistraded field goals and then Tedrick for several weeks making plans for
When planning your purchases,
factory. Everything for the girl.
made his only field goal of the game. their Open House which is to be held read the News ads for guidance.
His fifth free throw gave EI an 18-13 the first part of the spring term. DefHOSIERY
COATS
lead. In quick succession. Wood and inite plans will be announced at a later
UNDERWEAR
DRESSES
Henderson tallied for Macomb to con- 1 date, but probably it will be on the
SPORT,S WEAR
DRESS GOODS
coct an 18-17 half-time score.
same pa ttern as last year's Open House.

Panther Net Quint
Will Engage Four
Rivals This Week

W AA Basketball
Tourney Launched;
Scores Are Large

It Pays

TC High Eliminated
From League Tourney

Well

HOL.M ES BARBER
SHOP

Linder Adds to 1-M
Scoring Leadership

A.

G • FROMMEL

Coles County's Largest Dep't.. Store
WELCOM'E .S YOU!

A Subject for
Much Thought

Macomb Regains Leadership

Macomb regained leadership immediately after the second half opened. Means, hlgh scorer in this period,
opened with a basket. Barcliff duplicated and Means found the range
again. Brown and Curry came to the
rescue with baskets to tie the score before Robbins hit another fielder. A
basket and free throw by Holmes s~nt
Charleston into a 25-24 lead. Means
and Holmes ::;wapped baskets and then
Means made three baskets in rapid
order. Another fielder by Holmes
narrowed the margin to 32-29. Wood
and Barcliff found the range but Shaw
kept EI in the runn'i ng with a basket.
Brown's basket was followed by two
Macomb scores, one a field goal by
Barcliff and the other a free throw

by Means.
Macomb attempted to stall with two
minutes to play. Eastern crashed
through, Curry and Brown scoring.
Woods free throw gave Macomb victory.

HATS

to the co:lege student, is something

to eat. If you think first of Werden's Grocery you will make an A.

WERDEN GROC.
South Side Square

Charleston Cleaners and Dyers

MUSIC

OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service
at all times. Expert operator.

ALEXANDER'S
Utterback's
Business College
MATI'OON, ILLINOIS
Short, thorough and intensive training for office work. Special courses
for SCHOOL TEACHERS. Day and Night School.

PHONE 404

Tuition Rea.sonaJble

ALTERATIONS

''Proved By the Past-Improved for the Future ''

REPAIRING

TELEPHONE BLDG.

If It's Less Than an Eight, It's Out of Date

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

PHONE 666

PHONE 248
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NicetiesITwo-Day Iowa Pupil
EI Students Spend $95.00 for Campa.ign
Quoting-from Fathers
rrrarnrng
• •
S c h oo1 b
Supplies; Stantp Budget High
~

~

(Continued from Page 4)

- -

· - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - mackerel by moonlight, shines and
Henry J. Arnold, Head of Text- Horace Heidt Band
stinks."
book Library, Hopes Numbers
Will Be in Decatur In 1912 Roosevelt's personal attacks
Will Be Remembered.
upon his er twhile friend, William
Horace Heidt and his Brtgadiers
By Frances Durgee.
textwill
be in Decatur next Tuesday·
Henry J . Arnold, head of the
book library was a bit skeptical of n:ght.
An advertisement in this
anyone who said, "I want to ask you week's News tells you how to obtain
some questions." He looked puzzled as
he said, "What do you want to know?"
The reporter replied that it was for the
News and he smiled and said all right.
Where Money Goes
The textbook library certainly takes
in the students pennies and nickles.
Since January 6, 1936 (open five days
a week) the sale of paper, pencils, and
notebooks has amounted to $95, or exactly $5 each day. The stamp sales
covering the same period have netted
$45, or about $2.35 each day. (Some one 1
here must do lots of letter writing
-about 78 per day. This reflection
was not a part of the interview but
the reporter's thought at such a fact.)
The heaviest sales day, Mr. Arnold
reports, is Monday and the sales dwin- tickets at a considerable reduction.
dle dowr. till on Friday "there is lit- Heidt is one of the reigning favorites
A . former
tle business." Some people are losing among college students.
football
star,
his
band
is
made up
locker keys all the time and a quarter
chiefly
of
classmates.
Heidt
has
fee is charged to haye a new key
been
making
a
hit
in
Chicago
for
made. Mr . .Arnold could not give the
several
months
and
just
now
is
befigures as to how many locker keys
were made because the amount varied ginning a road tour featuring college
appearances.
so frequently.
---EISTC:--Textbooks Are for Sale
There is a sale on textbooks no longer necessary for class use. To date
2,710 books have been sold to interested students for $27.10, ea<:h book costing the purchaser ten cents. This sale
Miss Clara Attebery and Miss lea
will continue until the greater portion Marks entertained the newly organof the books have been sold. Instruc- ized bridge club with a. one o'clock
t ors are recommending that prospective luncheon last Saturday. Luncheon was
teachers buy a number of these books served lby the girls resid'i n.g at the
because they may be teaching in home mar-agement house: Sadie Glovschools without libraries.
er, Anna Mac Bails, Dorothy Smith,
The list of the books for sale is on and Junaee Sweringen. Guests were:
the bulletin board under the clock.
Miss Maude Chambers, Miss Emily
Mr. Arnold is assisted by George Baker, Miss Winnie Neely, Miss Emma
Buck all of the time. Robert Fair- Reinhardt, Miss Bern'ice Bankson, and
child, Donald Cavins, and Walton Mor- Miss Nannilee Saunders.
---EISTc--ris help during term ends.
Mr. Arnold added, with a smile, that MANAGEMENT CLASS
he hoped students would memorize
HAS THEATRE PARTY
their library numbers for registration
day. Some students become impatient
Girls residing at the home managewith the long line on that day. Mr.
ment house were hostesses to several
Arnold says it is only because time
friends at a theatre party last Monhas to be spent looking up the studay evening. After seeing the movie,
dent's library number.
"The
Tale of Two Cities," guests were
---EIST<:--brought back to the apartment for refreshments. Guests were: Mrs. Viola
Pitman Russell, Ruth Miller, Myrl
Munson, Helen Anderson, and Edith
Cochran.
By Associated Collegiate Press
---EISTc--Ithaca, N. Y. (ACP) Snakes have
been seen in fraternity houses before NEW AUTOMOBILE TO
BE DISPLAYED HERE
this, but Josephine, young imperial boa
constrictor now doubling as a pet and
Ford and Lirrcoln auto designers
scientific guinea pig for a Cornell frahave united their resources and enternity man, is real.
Non-poisonous, . too young to hug gineering skill to produce a new car
after the fashion of her kind, but in the medium-price field. This auto
plenty old enough to bite, Josephine will be on display in the showroom of
was a gift from Dr. Harry Eno of McArthur Motor Sales, Lincoln dealColon, Panama, to Frank Trevor, a sen- ers, Wednesday. Advance notices h ail
the new creation as a new standard
ior from Syracuse, N. Y.
Boas thrive in a temperature around of value among medium-price auto80 degrees, and until his roommate ·re- mobiles.
belled, Trevor kept his quarters at
tropical temperature. He solved the
problem by building a snake box with
an electric thermostat.
,
Petting soothes .losephine, but left
SUPER SERVICE
alone she hunts for a tree. As a subGrocery-Market
stitute she climbs whatever furniture
she can find. One she was lost for
PHONE 71
two days. Trevor found her asleep in
a waste paper box.

Bridge Club Is Given
Luncheon on Saturday

Like Pets? Snake Is
Collegian's Friend

MOORE'S
Delivery, Service

---IEISTC---

Howard Taft, became so irritating to
the latter that he struck back in a
public address in this manner: "-.<\1though Roosevelt posed as the apostle
of the square deal, he has garbled and
misrepresented my language and h as
indulged in loose and vague indictment, thereby clouding the real and
critical issues and misleading a great
many good and patriotic people ." T.
R. had a way of getting under his opponents·' skin. On another occasion
T aft wrote to a friend in a mood of
concern: "He (Roosevelt) is really the
greatest menace to our institutions
that we h ave had in a long time--indeed I don't remember one in our history so dangerous and so powerfuJ because of his hold upon the less intelligent votes and the discontented."
BLAINE SPEAKS OUT
Blaine's ridicule of Conkling whlch
led to an enmity of long duration and
of grave historical consequen<:es is a
classic. "The contempt of that largeminded gentleman is so wilting; his
haughty disdain, his grandiloquent
swell, his majestic, supereminent, overpowerin,g turkey-gobbler strut has been
so crushing to myself and all the m em -.
bers of this House that I know it was
an act of greatest temerity for mt: to
venture upon a controversy with him.''
The record of our native sons, Lin·
coin and Douglas, throllgh all thelr
long controversies is singlllarly and
commendably free from personal animosity. It might be well for our present-day embattled champions to consider the following two quotations
made by these men in the heat of their
two greatest campaigns.
NO MALICE IS SHOWN
In 1858 at Havana, Illinois, when
someone in the crowd made a suggestion concerning a fight between the
two, Lincoln said "he and I are about
the best friends in the world, and when
we get together he would no more
think of fighting me than of fighting
his wife ... We will call it quits." 'l'wo
years later, when they were rival can·
dictates for the Presidency, an e~cited
attendant at a Dou,glas meeting in
Manchester, New Hampshire shouted
some slur at Lincoln to whiQh Doug·
las quickly rejoined, "Now, my friend,
t hat's unkind of you to spea~ of Abe
Lincoln in that way . . . He Ls a very
clever fellow - a. kind-hearted, good·

DANCE!

We Specialize
in High Class Repairing.
Come 'in and see us or
PHONE 609

Campbell's Shoe Shop
JUST SOUTH OF SQUARE
ON SOUTH 7th ST.

LINCOLN INN-- EASTERN'S CHOICE
HOME STYLE COOKING

SERVICE

WITH

A

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
GROCERIES AND MEATS
First Door East of Campus-PHONE 73

SMILE
D. T. Freeland

ally and detailed graphic reports will
be made for each school.
Results from this test should be received sometime in March.
Scores made on the test will be used
to compare various learnin,g results in
different school systems. It is a part
of the Iowa university's research program.
---EISTc---

MRS. ANDREWS IMPROVES
Mrs. F. L. Andrews, ill for the past
two weeks at the family home with a
light case of scarlet fever, s improV'ing rapidly. She is able t o be up each
day.

Save THIS Ad!
THIS AD IS GOOD
FOR 15c
-on our high grade
leather soles for ladies.
Soles sewed on by the
LANIS LOCK STITCH
method. Longer weargTeater comfort - appearance same as new.

I
\

The GOLDEN .R ULE
SH·O E SHOP

natured, amiable man. I have not the
heart to say anything against Abe
Lincoln. I have fought him so long
that I have a respect for him."

PHONE 74

--LINCOLN THEATRE-TODAY (TUE.S.) & WED.-

Josephine

George

ADM. 10c & 25c

HUTCHINSON
HOUSTON
In

"The Melody
Lingers On"
with

John HALLIDAY-Laura Hope CREWS
ALSO NEWS-COMEDY-

SHOWS 2:30-7:00-9:00

THUR:SDAY BARGAIN DAY-

Continuous Shows

Claire TREVOR · Kent TAYLOR
in

"MY MARRIAGE"
ALSO SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS
ORCHESTRA, "THE
- 33 Artists from
"Drake Hotel, WGN," Chicago, presenting in connection

AND

HIS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY-

ADM. 10c & 15c

~RIGADIERS"

ALL.. STAR STAGE SHOW

at 10.30 p. m.
as Featured "Chicago Theatre"

WORKMEN MAKE REPAIRS
WPA carpenters are now at work on
the third floor of the Training school
building offices and a store room out
of the present space.
Workmen late last week installed
glazed glass in the windows of the offices occupied by Dean F. A. Beu and
Jay B. MacGregor, Acting-Dean of
Men. WPA work is also progressing
satisfa<:torily at Pemberton Hall where
repairs are being made to each room.

Sixth, seventh, and eighth grades of
the Training school took the Iowa Pupil test last Monday and Tuesday. Walter W. Cook, head of the Training
school, administered the five-hour test,
given coordinately with 300 elementary schools in Iowa and I llinois. All
tests were given at the same hour on
the same days.
Test A was designed to measure four
aspects of silent reading comprehension; paragraph comprehension, ability
to organize material read, ability to understand and remember details, ability
t o get total meaning of selection.
Test B measured basic study skills.
It tested comprehension of maps, ability to read graphs, charts, and use of
basic references; use of an index; use
of dictionary.
Basic language skills in Test c were
measured in the following phases :
spelling, sentence sense, capitalization,
punctuation, usage.
Test D measured basic arithmetic
skills taught in the first eight grades.
The tests were sufficiently detailed
and analytical, reports Mr. Cook, t o
serve satisfactorily as diagnostic tests
and to point out any paJ:ticular weaknesses in the instructional process.
The score of every pupil in every section of the test was sent directly to the
college of education1 State University
of Iowa.
The r esults will be treated statistic-

Test Given at
TIT lt
rra er .W.. Cook

THE ARMORY, DECATUR
TUESDAY, FEB. 11
ADMIS SION $1.00 PERSON
Special Advertising Tickets!
Mail or present this advertisement
with One Dollar and Half before
midnight, Thm-sday, Feb. 6th, to
Lew Hogan, 1477 Riverview, Decatur, Ill., and you will receive 1mmediately TWO TICKETS (no other
charge) through courtesy of Publicity Department.
This Is a Special Offer to the readers of this paper, and expires on
Thursday, Feb. 6th. Send this in
today. It saves you money.
Lew Hogan, Mgr., 1477 Riverview Av.
DECATUR, ILL.

Edw. G.

ROBINSON
HOPKINS

Miriam
Joel McCREA
in

'BARBARY COAST'
SUN.-MON., Feb. 9-10-Continuous Sunday

Leslie HOWARD
in

'PETRIFIED FOREST'
ALSO NEWS-MICKEY MOUSE
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Fraternity .....•..........••.........•..••••......••...••..••• Contemplated Plans
John Mason Brown Is 'Kindly, Geography
For Building Drawn
Is Discussed at Meet It's Almost News!
One Guest Attends
Huntan'-Miss Isabel McKinney
Head of English Department Tells
of Hearing Noted Theatre
Critic During Summer .

President R. G. Buzzard spoke to
the local Geography club last Wednesday evening on the subject, "The Nationa.l Geographic F'rat,ernity." President Buzzard is the founder of Gama
Theta Ups'ilon, the fraternity of which
he made mention.
A contest concluded the evening'a
program.
The next meeting of the club will
be February 13. The meeting will be
held in room 6. No definite program
has been announced.

Japanese Lecturer

B y Aline Claar

February 14 should be marked, "Taken," in your date book. For· on that
evening, every student at Eastern has
a date with John Mason Brown, noted
theatre cr~tic. Eastern is fortunate to
secure him, for February is the only
month that the New York Evening Post 1
will spare him from its staff; and he
is in great demand. Some months ago,
February 14 was the only date he had
open.
Favorite Lecturer at

chool

Last summer Miss Isabel McKinney,
head of our English department, attended the Bread Loaf Writers' Conference where John Mason Brown was
a popular speaker. This conference is
held annually under the auspices of
Middlebury College in Vermont. Bread
Loaf Inn is about twelve miles from
the college it.self. An English school
is conducted at this inn for six weeks
every year; and at the end of this
short term, a Writers' Conference is
held, lasting for two weeks.
Miss McKinney attended this conference last year and gave us her impressions of Mr. Brown. She said:
"There were approximately sixty
writers present. Among them were
Julia Peterkin , who wrote 'Scarlet Sister Mary,' and Gladys Hasty Carroll,
the author of 'As the Earth Turns'.
But from the many famous authors
who spoke at this meeting, John Mason Brown stood out as the favorite.
He was generally acclaimed the most
brilliant and entertaining speaker.
Hai'

from Kentucky

"He is a K entuckian and he has
been out of college twelve years. He is
tall and red-headed. He appears to
be the athletic type and seems very
strong. He is full of fun and is a capital mimic. He is not afraid to 'take
off' anyone. To his criticism, he brings
the current stage, as well as the old
dramas, showing his wide knowledge
of the theatre.
"He has written several books, one
of which is 'Letters from Greenroom
Ghosts'. This book contains letters
from actors and playwrights of the
past to those of the present. One letter is from Aeschylus to Eugene O'Neil.
"As a critic he maintains the highest standards. He condemns anything
which he considers cheap, regardless
of box office pressure. However, he
is as generous with praise as with
blame. His taste is very catholic. He
enjoys a good farce or melodrama as
much as anyone else. He likes anything which is good of its kind.
'He I s Not a High-brow'
"He is not 'highbrow' in the least,
but kindly and human. At the conference last summer, he was criticizing
amateur plays. He criticized some very
adversely but he was so tactful that
the amateurs thought he had said
something nice. The only explanation
I can offer for this is that he really
likes people.
"He is very much in demand :right
now, especially in the East. The more
the New Yorkers hear him, the more
they like him.
"I think that the members of the
Writers club, of Players, and of Sigma
Delta should be especially eager to
hear him. He combines writing, acting, and journalism. He has written
a great deal and everything he has
written has been brilliant. He is a n ationally known drama critic. He is a
noted journalist for he writes a column
six days a week every week for one
of the best papers in the United States.
The room should be crowded to h ear
J ohn Mason Brown."
- - - E ISTC:- - -

Epsilon Pi Tau Will
Be Guest of Indiana
Iota, local chapter of Epsilon Pi Tau,
industrial ar ts hon orar y fraternity,
will be guests of Mu chapter of the
I ndiana State Teacher s college, Terre
H aute, at a joint meeting February 29.
All members of t he local chapter are
planning t o atten d.
A r eturn visit to Eastern will be
m ade by the Terre Haute chapter on
April 17. Raymond Phipps, laureat~
member of t h e organ'iza.tion from Lake
F or·est , North Chicago, is to be guest
speaker for the latter occasion.
- - - E I STC- - -

Pat ronize our News advertisers!

Sigma Delta Meet

J ournalists feared to freeze their
"noses for news" last Monday night,
and Sigma Delta suffered. With
mercury at - 5, it was decided that
the scheduled meeting, like the wellknown show, "must go on." At 7:30
the speaker arrived; at 7:45 the adviser arrived; at 8 o'clock the refreshment committee arrived; and
at 8:30 the member arrived.
As a result of the near zero attendance, the speaker of the evening, G. H. Seymour, was not required to talk on "Civil War Newspapers." He has kindly consented
to speak on this subject at a later
date, probably at the second meeting in February. Other disastrous
r·esults of the cold: the refreshment
committee declined to prepare refreshments, and the guest departed
at an early hour.
Asked the comment on the situation, President Florence Cottingham
said, "The only thing that can make
us discontinue operat ions is scarlet
fever at the Cottinghams!"

---EIST·c---

PHIPPS lS SPEAKER AT
SCIENCE CLUB MEETING

"The chimera of an energyless world
fs little more than a threat used by
well-meaning conservationists t o restrain the wild waste of our natural
resources," said Harris E. P hipps, in
effect, at the W ednesday meet'ing of
the Science club. "Men are constantly
discovering or devising new sources of
supply which cau be drawn upon when
occasion demands it."
The Bay of Fundy tide-mill, a fedTOYOHIKO KAGAWA
eral project now under construction,
will furnish a tremendous amount of
power when complete. At the present
rate of use the visible supply alone of
coal will last 2,000 years. Gasoline and
even alcohol can be made from coal
A number of Easterners plan to if necessary. "Polygas," a gasoline, is
hear Toyohiko
Kagawa,
Oriental made from natural gas. In Scotland
poet, student, mystic, evangelist, and a Glasgow bus line runs exclusively on
. speak at t he coal gas.
social worker, who w1ll
.
.
. .
.
As yet, said Mr. Phipps, atomic disUruversity of Illmois Sunday at 7 .45 integration,
"atom-splitting," lacks
p. m.
Kagawa has become the practicability because more energy is
towering
Christian
international n eeded to split the atom than can be
leader of the age. He is one of the utilized from the process.
great idealists of the age and is classMr. Phipps spoke of a Russian fered with Ghandi and Schweitzer. He ttlizer plant from which oxygen was
is the author of 100 books in Japanese, glven off as a waste product until the
many of which are translated into plant began running it into a nearby
English. This is Kagawa's fourth trip coal mine which acted as a coke oven.
to the United States. At present he 1 A good quality of gas could be drawn
is on a lecture tour during which he from the mine after piping the oxygen
will speak from three to 11 times a into it for a time. The expense of
day for six months.
mining the coal is saved.

Easterners Eye Date
F or Kagawa Address

(C-ontinued rrom P age

.•.•......•......•...........•..••...•.......•..•••.

R. W. Weckel to Give
Violin Recital Here

Richard W. Weckel, director of the
band and orchestra, will present a violin recital in the Teachers College high
school auditorium next Tuesday at 8
p. m. He will be assisted by Mrs.
Weckel, who will sing a group of songs.
Mrs. Ethel Scott Phipps, whose performances at the piano have been
many at Eastern, will provide accompaniment.
Mr. Weckel and Mrs. Phipps played
two r ecitals last year, one in the fall,
and another in the spring composed
of sonata numbers. Large audiences
attended both programs.
Mrs. Weckel will be making her debut
1
before Eastern music lovers. She has
J
appeared elsewhere on programs with
Mr. Weckel, but never before has sung
•
•
'
here. The two gave a program of songs
1
at the Methodist church a fortnight
ago. Mrs. Weckel sang one selection
That Eastern's teacher-placement re- Seventy-eigh t per cent are in teach- and Mr. Weckel played two violin
solos.
cord in 1935 was substantially higher ing, in school, or employed.
A total of 548 vacancies were reViolin recitals by Mr. Weckel each
than the national standard, or the record here in 1934, is revealed in a de- ported to the Bureau last year. Of year have become one of the featurt:
tailed report recently released from the this n umber, 341 were in h igh schools musical programs at Eastern. His prooffice of Walter W. Cook, Placement and 207 in elementary systems. Three grams are given a place on the social
hundred and nine were registered with calendar.
Bureau chieftan.
the
Bureau last year, which sent out
The recital will be free to the general
The Bureau placed 70 per cent of its
1303
credentials.
public.
The complete program will be
graduates from the two-year curriculum
announced
in next week's News.
Yt)t these reports are only a small part
in 1935, and 62 per cent of the four---EISTC--year grads. One hundred and eight of the Bureau's functions, the bulleWhen planning your purchases,
state teachers colleges 'in the United tin adds. In explanation:
" ... These placements totaled only read the News ads for guidance.
States compiled the following averages:
two-year curriculum-65 per cent; four- 87 while the entire number placed by
the Bureau was 225."
year curriculum-59 per cent.
"There are two reasons why this sitAs for Eastern's record since 1931,
uation
existed. The first is the fact
the year 1935 was easily the most sucvisit t he
that
a
very
large number of the alumcessful, except for one variance in the
ni of the college were unemployed.
four-year teacher placements. StatisMany of those graduating since 1929
tics for the two-year curriculum grads
FREE COFFEE
had never had teaching positions. The
are: 1931, 51 per cent; 1932, 52 per
with
every 15c lunch
cent; 1933, 51 per cent; and 1934, 62 second reason is the fact that it is
n ecessary for a placement bureau to
per cent.
have a large number of capable exAnd for the four-year graduates: perienced teachers registered if it is to
Operated by "Bob" and "Ab"
1931, 61 per cent; 1932, 31 per cent; fill the needs of the better school sys1933, 40 per cent; 1934, 39 per oent.
tems which demand experienced teach For the five year period, the Bureau ers."
has placed 198 out of 343 diploma
graduates for an average of 54 per
cent. One hundred and fifty-five out 1
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done •
of 330 four-year graduates were placed,
resulting in a 47 per cent average.
ELE·C TRIC SHOE SHOP
Mr. Cook placed 40 out of 65 graduates on the four-year curriculum.
Phone 173
Twenty-three were in high schools,
North of Square on 7th St.
four in junior highs, and 13 in ele- ·---------------~
mentary grades. Eight grads are again
in school, nine are in other types of
work, and only eight are without posiMARINELLO
tions or not in school. Elghty-eight
per cent are in teaching, in school, or
employed.
North Side Square
Sixty -seven grads from the two-year
SPECIALIZING
course fared as follows:
in All Kinds of
Forty-seven in teaching positions; 15
BEAUTY
WORK
in village elementar y schools, 32 in
one-r oom schools. Fou r are back in
W. C. Peters, Prop.
Phone 1506
school, and 15 ar e without posit ions. 1 ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
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ter of the main portion of the struc.
ture. It measures 50x94, but the entire playing floor is 66x132. On each
side of the court will be space for
storing of chairs.
The north wing of this floor is devoted in the mam to provisions for
dramatics productions. Proscenium of
the stage is 50 feet wide and the siage
itself is 32 feet deep. There is genrous space around the stage for passageway and stage equipment. On either
side of the stage are make-up and
dressing rooms, equipped with lavatories. Back of the stage and passageway are speech room, 24x28 on west
side; speech room, 23x25, east side; in
the middle is a rehearsal room, 28x47.
In the south wing will be the women's gymnasium. which m easures
69x98. This room will also serve as a
banquet hall. The baske.tball cowt
is to be 44x72. Folding bleachers will
line eit her side. Folding doors will connect the women's gym to 23-foot rooms
to the north, which are: classrooms,
23x28; storeroom, stairways on either
side leading to second floor bleachers
in men's gym; men's and women's
lavatories on opposite sides; at extreme
left is a classroom, 23x28.
Third floor : The main portion of
this will be occupied, of course, by
spectators' seats in the gym. These
bleachers, to be of the chair variety,
"Will line the east and west sides, and
the south end. This seating arrangement, with a capacity of 2,200, will be
in the shape of a horseshoe. In the
north and south wings, there will be
class and other rooms. These r ooms
will be reached by spiral staircases.
- - - E I 8TC:- - -

Anatole France Is
French Club T opic
Le Cercle Francais met Wednesday
evening at 7:30 at the home of Miss
Elizabeth Michuel. The subject of discussion was Anatole France. The president, Marguerite Iknayan, reported
on the famous author's life. She also
read several passages which illustrate.rt
the man's eccentricities. Followin<l'
this, a French game was played. Light
refreshments were served and the rema;nder of the evening was spent in
speaking French.

Royal Typewriters

I

Repairing

E. L. ,C HURCH
505 N o. 22nd Street
MATTOON
ILLINOIS

After the Game

KRACKER BOX

Fred Fletcher, Prop.

BRADING'S

Fletcher's Grocery
"WE W ANT Y OUR
B USINESS"

Phone 4ZZ
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Groceries and Meats
We Carry a Complete Line of
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LOCKING PRACTICE is part ?f th~ regular before-scrimmage routine of Perry Geffen and
Irwin Klein, star New York Untverstty basketeers.

B

PARAGRAPH·

Issue 16

CHORUS "BEAUTIES" of the Princeton University Triangle
Cluh 's new show, What a Relief, show off the gala costumes
they wore in the play that satirizes governmental activities.

nM SEWARD

is the
six-f00t center of the
Purdue University cage
squad.

J

LATEST DEVICE IN W.AR AGAINST CRIME has been perfected by Prof.
T. H. Mathews, University of Wisconsin criminologist. The comparison camera
is ~d for the dramatic presentation to juries of evidence on comparison of bullets
fired from the same gun. At the right is shown a comparison photograph ?f two
bullets, with the black line showing where one bullet ends and another begms.

-===~i I
People's Friend
WHEN Albert Benjamin "Happy'' Chandler, new
governor of Kentucky, registered at Transylvania
College (Lexington, Ky.), he had, he says, '"a five
dollar bill, a red sweater, and a smile." He added to
this combination athletic skill, its resulting physical
huoyancy, plus ability to play jazz on the piano. Out
several years to coach basketball, '"Happy" returned
to Transylvania for an A. B. in 1921. The University
of Kentucky made him a lawyer. Until 1927 he coached
freshman football at Centre
College while he attended to·
law cases brought to him. He
had been doing chores of all
. sorts since high school days,
when a rural mailman father
turned him over to relatives.
Election to a state senatorship from his native Versailles
in 1929 spelled the doom in
1935 of both Democratic and
Republican machines in the state. The lieutenant governorship was his in 1931. He shortly broke with his
friend, Ruby Latfoon, governor and Kentucky Colonel
creator. In Governor L"lffoon's absence he forced·
through a law requiring the selection of a gubernatorial candidate by primary, not party' convention.
By fortuitous and planned maneuvering, he steam
ro} ered to the govemorship in November. He was not
an old~line Democratic choice. but he was a Democrat
and ·he endorsed President Roosevelt, and Jim Farley
announced that he was glad.
·

FRATERNITIES and sororities at the University
of Minnesota have set up
their own public · relations
bureau so that accurate and
uncolored information about
their organizations can be sent
to the people 'o f the state,
Director Joe Armstrong is
helping a ·sorority officer
with one of her public relations problems.

Medical Friend
removed from the political whirligig that had
F AR
red-headed Governor Chandler cruising the state

~PJ:"M;pf~!ir..f~~£1P-E~3E~~~

, , Ooodt jiimny"U'-stlton poses _w ith the

~~-sketeers

for votes in a sound truck with a red-combed live
rooster on the radiator, is Professor Lloyd Arnold of the
University of Illinois, in a state
neighbor to Kentucky. With a
colleague, Dr. J. A. Vatchulis,
in the division of bacteriology,
· department of health, Dr. Arnold has perfected a new skin
disinfectant for surgical use.
The new solution is much
cheaper than any _ disinfectant
_known today .and mote efficient than any in use.
Eminent in medicine, -Dr. Arnold received B. A . a_nd
M. A. at Texas Christian, an M. D. at Vanderbtlt.
He has taught ..at Tulane, J..oy.ala ~hicago)., and

that he hopes

""='=""'~.V~an~d;e;r~b~il~t~.~~~~-~~~~~---··~~-~~
-v '1V - 1s.~ J6

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ... ABOUT CAMEL'S -COSTLIER TOBACCOS!

EXBU11V£-Frederic W. Watson

CGUHE

LESTER I. STOUEII-Tennis Champion

JACK SHU-Olympic Skater

-E. Cagney

FRMK HAWKS-Famous Flyer

CAME
mean so much to
tl1811t

•

tool .,SOu---

,,

CJI/1oney-c!J3ack c!fnvila-hon
When people try Camels, they
like them. To their delight, they
find a new mildness, a new flavor,
a new smoke thrill ! For Camels
are made by recognized speeial.ists in the use of finer, more expensive tobaccos ... past masters in
the blending of leaf with leaf to
bring out delicate flavor.

Convincing evidence of
choice tobaccoa
The best way to tell you what to
expect from Camels is to say that
Camels have given more people
more pleasure than any other cigarette. Alid Camel smokers are
frank in expressing their preference for Camel's costlier tobaccos.
What they say is convincing evidence of Camel's appealing' qualities. So now we ask you to make
a test. See-our money-back offer?
Just give Gamels a chance -and
see if they don't open a whole
new world of smoking pleasure.

lo lry @a1nefs
fragrant Caunels. If. you

Suaoke 10

don't find tL.~ tL.e JDildest, Lest-

llavored naarettes you ever sRnolwd,
return llie paeL.aee witL tLe rest of
tLe ettarettes in tt to us at
tin~:e
•tLm. amontL. fro~n tins date, and we
will refund your full purel.ase priee,
P us postaee•.
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REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
· Wm.tOn-S•Iem, NortL. Carolina
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MARY CONMY, University of North Dakota member of Alpha Phi sorority, has heen
elected " T oast of the Regnnent" hy that instit ution:s R. 0. T . C . corps.

WHILE "STUDYING" NEW
YORK, Middltbury (V t.)
College students made a tour of
city which included a Japanese
resta uqmt w here t hey ate with
Jaranese tableware.

THE sale of these
bron~ likenesses
of W ilev Post and
Will R~gers an•. the
means of financing
the college education of Sculptor
Pasquale Sposeto al
D rake University.

COACH HEC EDMUNDSON gives his Ur.iversity of Washington basketball proteges a floor talk
before they start a strenuous practice sessio .1 in preparation for a coming cage battle.

WHO would like a " date" w.ith Virginia Elmquist and Sue Carruthers,
University of Southern California date
saleswomen? Its possible, for the Trojan
institution has just received a Too-acre
date farm, a donation of loyal alumni.

I

TEX ROBERTSON,
Michigan's Big Ten
22o-and 44o~yard swim~
ming champion last year,
has just been named
tank coach at the Uni~
versity of Texas. He
plans to try for the
Olympic team next year.

RUTH TITUS, Arkansas State T eachers College sophomore,
has been named queen
of The Scroll, one of
the highest honors accorded to a woman at
the southern college.

Real Bohemianism
UNDERGRADUATE LIFE for the students
in the Deutsches Studentenheim in Prague,
the Bohemian capital, is little different from the
llfe led by American undergraduates-a t least
that is what the photos shown here seem to prove.
Ahove is a student's room, one of the many now
famous for the drawings on the walls. A typi~al
study room is shown at right above, while the
photo at the right is of a typical reading room
where all current periodicals are kept.

1VY FROM MOUNT VERNON covers the front of William Smtth

Hall at Washington College (Chestertown, Md.). George Wa~hing,
ton was a memher of the first board of governors of the college, and was
granted an honorary LL.D. by it in 17B9.

STUDENTS took over the management of
Louisiana State Normal for a day, and Carrie
Newell was the dean of women.

J

OHN

BROW N

is the typical American
college student
by virtue of the
fact that he is J.
son of the family
acc1aimed !n
19 31 as "the
typical American family". He's
now a student at
Indiana University.

ELMER ____ KEITH
is a regular
guard on the Coe
College (Cedar Rapids, Ia.) basketball
squad for the thirJ
year in succession.

HORNED FROG BEAUTIES ' ,
These 16 Texas Christian University women were presented at the
Popularity Revue recently as the most
beautiful co-eds in the four undergraduate
classes.

BUYING SURVEYS is part of the job of the
undergraduate newspaper business manager,
and here's a future advertising man conducting an
Duke University on cars owned by

STUDENT®
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CORK FROM
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Sigma
P URDUE'S
Chi members all

GOES TO SLEEP
THUS LOSING

Delta
dress

something like this wh~n the~ _ ·
hold their annual Rtveters ·
Rassle, all-campus hard.-times
dance.

DEBATE

HE OPENING of t:he
T skiing
season on the hills
of the University of Michi.gan 's arboretum finds many
students sprawling over the
· landscape.

ASPER,
JChampion
of

brother

Lightw~ght

Tony
Canz.oneri, climbs
through the ropes
to battle for the
honor of the Syra.c use University
ring squad, of which
he is an outstand,
ing member. He's a
music student.
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HE CAVE MAN SCENE from the recent Uniwrsity of
Georgia swimming pageant provided a real thrill for the
spectators, as this photo testifies.

T

FOR THE LAZY STUDENT,
Ralph Michaeli~. Univer 1ty of
Utah, ha- invented this comhination window-closer and waker-upper
run by the turning hanJle of the
hell on the alarm clock. The turning handle tightens the rope which
pulls the weight off the ledge,
thereby pulling the window shut.

MISS TOMMIE ESPY, Trinity Univer-ity (W axahachie.
Tex.) student, recently was chosen queen for the M1J ""
Fair and was awarJeJ a $125 saddle for wtnning the cowgtr

FRIENDS MEET-- When Sergt. S. R. Morgan (cente-r) returned to the United States ~:
A RCTIC
his wife on a trip given as a reward for his wqrk in recovering the bodies of Will Rogers an? W~
Post, they put on their "full dress" when they called on Prof. V. E. Levine at Creighton Umverst
They had met previously when Dr. Levine was in Alaska doing research work.

